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THESE FOUR MEN

"ii
Jln the world's a stage ... " and dominating every act -

every scene
are four extraordinary mortals as diverse in looks, nature and temperament as in political theory, background and training. To the
smallest child in the classroom and his parents at home . . . the
butcher, the baker ... the soldier, the sailor ... to the world at
large, they are known the breadth of the land as Roosevelt,
Churchill, Stalin and Hitler.
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In their roles as featured players in the drama of a world in
agony- their actions, utterances and thoughts move inexorably
across the proscenium of every civilized person's mind. To an attentive, apprehensive audience of a billion people, these four men play
their parts in a drama of conflict written by Fate!
Again accepting its responsibility to provide a nation and the
world with timely program fare, the NATIONAL BROADCASTING
COMPANY has just presented a series of living biographies of these
four world dominant figures. Appropriately entitled, "These Four
Men," this series was offered over the NBC Red Network on Sundays, September 7, i4, 21 and 28 - T oo-T 30 P.M., E.D.S.T. In addition, programs were re-broadcast direct to England over WNBI and
WRCA and reproduced in French, German, Italian, Portuguese
and Spanish over the same stations for the benefit of listeners around
the world.
"These Four Men" as a radio series was built and produced in its
entirety by members of the NBC staff. The idea for the series was
conceived by C. L. Menser, National Production Manager, who
personally produced and directed all four of the programs. Music
for the first two programs in the series, which were produced in
Hollywood, was written by Charles Dant, who also conducted the
orchestra. The music for the last two programs, which were produced
in New York, was written by Tom Bennett, and the orchestra was
conducted by Josef Stopak.
Following are reprints of the actual scripts used on the programs.
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WINSTON CHURCHILL
Featuring Sir Cedric Hardwicke as Mr. Churchill in a script written
by Frank Wilson from information furnished by Phyllis Moir,
author of "I Was Winston Churchill's Private Secretary." Presented
September 7, i 94i.

(Music .... Theme)
ANNOUNCER:

"THESE

FOUR

MEN"

(Music .... )
ANNOUNCER:

The NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY brings you the first of a
special series of four broadcasts presenting the life stories of the four
men most talked about in the world today.
This is the story of Winston Churchill.

(Music .... )
CHURCHILL:

(Depth - on Echo Chamber) I thought you would like me to tell you
something about the.voyage which I made across the ocean to meet our
great friend, the President of the ·United States.
Exactly where we met is a secret, but I don't think I shall be indiscreet
if I go so far as to say that it was somewhere in the Atlantic. And
there, for three days, I spent my time in company and in comradeship
with Mr. Roosevelt, while all the time the chiefs of the staff and naval
and military commanders, both of the British Empire and of the
United States sat together in continual council. We had a church
parade on Sunday in our Atlantic Bay. The sun shone bright and warm
(Fade in massed male singing of "Onward Christian Soldiers") on the
quarterdeck where there were mingled together many hundreds of
American and British sailors and Marines. We all sang' the old hymns
which are our common inheritance and which we learned as children
in our homes. (Singing reaches a full peak and goes on with band
accompaniment ... then softens as Churchill speaks)

CHURCHILL:

(Musing) That hymn I learned as a child. How far I have come from
there ... ! Standing here in the North Atlantic with the president there he is - Roosevelt - big fellow - got my own flair for showman[ 5 J

ship - for the dramatic. Stands up erect - smiles - good philosophy.
They say we've got a lot in common - we had o·ur own personal afflictions to overcome - we're both fighters - he's living history consciously
- so am I - always was - he's writing his state papers - getting them
together - so am I - that history of the English-speaking people -yes
- I'll get to that- ... what was my thought for the speech - oh, yes,
the hymns we learned as children in our homes . . . as a child (Distant trumpet sounds) ... (Sighs) so long ago - my first memories
are of water - the babble of a stream fascinating me as I looked down
from my father's arms - and these waters around me - this vastness
of water- this deceptive - compelling ocean which has known my
triumphs - and known my disasters, since boyhood - what a tempestuous boyhood.
MOTHER:
CHURCHILL:

MOTHER:
CHURCHILL:
MOTHER:
LORD RANDOLPH:

STOKER:
MOTHER:
LORD RANDOLPH:

MOTHER:

HEADMASTER:
CHURCHILL:
HEADMASTER:
CHURCHILL:

(Continues) Winston Leonard Spencer-Churchill was not what sentimentalists would call a lovable child. ·

(Young Winston of tender age) Yes, Mother.
Corne here, darling - your father wants to speak to you.

You've never done any Latin before, have you?
No, Sir.

CHURCHILL:

I think I can try to say it, Sir. Mensa - a table ... Mensa - 0 Table
. . . Mensam - a table .

HEADMASTER:

HEADMASTER:
CHURCHILL:

Well?
What does it mean, Sir?
It means what it says. Mensa is a noun of the first declension.

But - what does it mean?
It means a table.

CHURCHILL:

Then ... what does 0 Table mean?

HEADMASTER:

Mensa, 0 Table is the vocative case.

CHURCHILL:

Oh, yes - Stoker this is my son - not much yet- but a good 'un.

(Boy) Yes, Sir?

This is a Latin grammar. You've had a half hour to learn the declension
- have you learned it?

HEADMASTER:

(More insistently) WINSTON - WINSTON.

Churchill.

HEADMASTER:

CHURCHILL:

(Calls) Winston - Winston.

HEADMASTER:

(Men laugh easily)

CHURCHILL:

I'm sure - I'm sure.

HEADMASTER:

But why, 0 Table?
0 Table - you would use that in addressing a table -

(Blurting in innocence) But - I never do that!
You are impertinent - I'm going to punish you severely.

CHURCHILL:

If you try it - I'll fix this.

Obstreperous - always in a hurry- bursting with energy- always getting into trouble - no good in school -

HEADMASTER:

What have you got there?

I'm certain you are trying to tell Mr. Stoker that the reason for your
son's strange activities is that his Mother is American - You· know.
Mr. Stoker, you British think of Americans as being wild Indians.

HEADMASTER:

He's quite a fine boy.

(Men laugh and fade)
CHURCHILL:

tion for his viciousness. At the time, I simply planned revenge and
hunted down and found his silk hat . . . (Fade)

CHURCHILL:

CHURCHILL:
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Give it to me No - I won't - I'm going to - kick it to pieces!
(There is a crunch and kick)

HEADMASTER:

(The Elder) It was quite true - a pretty violent young puppy- a wild
Indian. They should have let me run wild - my peculiar character just
would not fit into any educational system ... i:;onstantly in trouble
with the headmaster ... he was given to beating us boys regularly and
with more than enthusiasm ... later in my readings I found an explana-

Your hat-

CHURCHILL:

Oh - come here, Master Churchill - come here.
(Music . . . . Suggesting beating)
(Elder) He beat me brutally - flogged me unmercifully. Later I became ill - my mother and father must have realized what was happening; I never went back to that school. Then Harrow - usually at the
bottom of my class - but I learned English and acquired a love of
[ 7 ]

writing- fortunate thing fo r me because all my life I have made my
living with a pen. (Sighs) I shall never live long enough to write all
the books I have in mind.
Then Sandhurst - that Spring of i895 I shall never forget when I
became a junior in my firs t regiment, the 4th H ussars. Secretly - my
experiences in school left me an anti-disciplinarian although I remember (Ch uckles) what H . G. Wells said of meH. G. WELLS:

There are times when the evil spirit comes upon him and then I can
only think of him as an intractable little boy - a mischievous, dangerous little boy - a knee-worthy little boy. Only by thinking of him
in that way can I go on liking him.
(Music . . . . Blends into a taint suggestion of "Onward Christian
Soldiers" with the chorus from a great distance)

CHURCHILL:

What a long time - what a lot of living it has taken, to get to this
deck- in this stark harbor of the North. Uniforms everywhere. (Sighs)
It was wonderful to be 21 - to taste the twin joys of writing and fighting. An appointment to a smart regiment was my passport to new
delights. With London preparing for the Diamond Jubilee- my aunt
invited me down to Deepdene - to have dinner at the castle with the
Prince of Wales - ugh - my face still burns witl1 embarrassment.
(Fades into voices in polite assembly)

GUEST i:

(Whispering) What's possessed tl1at young devil -he's half an hour
late now - The Prince won't budge without fourteen.

GUEST 2:

He'll catch it when he comes - I do believe.

GUEST i:

111ey've tried to rearrange the tables - Wales won't stand for it - he's
towering!

BUTLER :

CHURCHILL:

H ARVEY :
AUSTIN:

CHURCHILL:
WALES:

CHURCHILL:

Good Lord - his Grace is coming out.
That's proper isn't it, Harvey- the bride is coming in!

H ARVEY :

Yes - but the old boy could have waited couldn't he - does he simply
have to make entrances - at a time like this.

AUSTIN :

Churchill is quite a lad - late for his own wedding - I say - this is
going to cause a stir.

HARVEY :

No more than his marrying a penniless young gel when he could have
had most any girl in London - and with money!

AUSTIN :

W ell, as for Winnie marrying Miss Hozier, penniless or not, he loves
her and I jolly well admire his pluck. Face it, Harvey, my boy - the
bride cometh and the general is taking the situation in with a fierce
glance - stand your ground - try to look unconcerned.

HARVEY:

HARVEY :

Shut up (Hissing ) You, Harvey - where is the man - where is the Bridegroom,
Sir - what's the meaning of this abominable outrage?
I'm terribly sorry, Sir - the ah - he doesn't seem to be here.
(Murmurs of voices )

AUSTIN:

(Mumbling) Sorry - so sorry- missed train.

Ah, but he is .. . here he comes now - good old Churchill - the day
is saved.
(Organ up and segue to touch of Wedding March then fade for )

(Quiet)
w ALES:

Unpunctuality seems to have been a persistent fa ult . .. wasn't there
a to-do that bright day in London when certain interested parties were
gathered in St. Margaret's Westminster (Chuckles) Being late for one's
own wedding is Iiardly the tl1ing . . .
(Fade to soft organ music)

(Announcing) Mr. Churchill!
(Hurrying in )

Dinner can go on now - since we're fourteen!
(Music . . . . Up then fa des for )

GENERAL :

(Buzz of conversation)
CHURCHILL:

WAL E S:

RECTOR :

Well - Sir?
Your Hig4ness - I'm terribly sorry.
Colonel Barbazon, Sir -you're his commanding officer - I'll speak to
you later. Now, Churchill - don't they teach you to be punctual in
your regiment?
So sorry, Sir.
[8 ]

For as much as Clementine and Winston have consented together in
holy wedlock and have witnessed the same before God ... (Fading as
organ segues to Recessional and laughter and congratulations)
(Ad lib )

CLEMMY :

Well, Mr. Winston Churchill - I'm glad you finally did get to your
own wedding- tell me, darling - what will you write of this great
event?
[ 9]

CHURCHILL:

Dearest Clemmy - I shall write - "In 1908 I was married - and I
lived happily ever after!"

VOICE:
CHURCHILL:

(Chuckles) And we have, too - we have ... dear Clemmy.

CHURCHILL:

I didn't do so well that time and I can still hear the words of a journalist
writing of me ...

VOICE:

He is the eldest son of Lord Randolph Churchill. His mother is American ... he was born a demagogue and he knows it. At dinner he talks
and talks and you can hardly tell where he leaves off quoting his one
idol, Macaulay, and begins with his other, Winston Churchill. At the
rate he goes there will hardly be room for him in Parliament at thirty
or in England at forty.

CHURCHILL:

There was room for me elsewhere for I was soundly beaten in my race
for Parliament - in fact, there was ample room for me in the Boer War!
Not as a soldier, but as a correspondent.

(The trumpet sounds a long note)
Then off to India and life in the army - those ceremonious dinners
- that marvelous vintage port of the British army- those fights and
mad campaigns - that afternoon in the Soudan ... sitting tense and
nervous on horseback in the long line of the 21st Lancers - waiting for
the bugle to sound - why didn't it sound - why doesn't it ... (Fade)
(Clamp of horses . . . Clink of equipment . . . an occasional neigh)

(Distant gun fire)
CHURCHILL:
coSTWICK:

CHURCHILL :

COSTWICK:

Costwick- why don't they sound the charge?
You're the most impatient devil I've ever met - don't be in such
hurry to get killed.

a

(Bugle blares)
There it goes old boy- fast trot - steady on.

(Firing dies away)

This is something like - the devils are coming closer.

HALDANE:
VOICE:

Steady and luck, boy- here's the charge!

HALDANE:

(Yell of Lancers and . pounding horses)
(Clang of battle shots, etc.)

VOICE:
CHURCHILL:

(Music builds up to climax - then fades for)
CHURCHILL:

CHURCHILL:

CHURCHILL:

VOICE:

(Bugle blares the charge)
coSTWICK:

(Firing with pistol shots in foreground)
And plenty of excitement as when our train and Captain Haldane and
sixty of us were ambushed - I, a civilian and non-combatant, firing
away with an automatic pistol - until we're surrounded.

Why don't they send us in - why don't they? - this is driving me crazy.

(Sound of trotting cavalry)
CHURCHILL :

I tell you - I - listen to me - if I am elected from Oldham.
(He is drowned out as scene fades for ... )

(Music . . . . Orchestra tops organ then fades for)
CHURCHILL:

0 - get it out - get it out.

VOICE:

That was living- to be with the 21st Lancers at Omduram - in those
twenty tremendous minutes, which someone has called the last great
cavalry charge in history . . . Then back to London - Suddenly saying
to myself - I'll stand for the House of Commons - I'll stand at Oldham - I thought I knew what it meant to face the enemy - but I
never before had heard heckling!

CHURCHILL:

(Crowds of voices and shouts and laughter)

CHURCHILL:

(Trying to overcome his speech impediment) I want to tell- tellI want to sssssay.
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VOICE:

I call upon you to surrender or we'll wipe you out.
The game's up, Winnie - better get rid of that pistol- quickly.
Well?
Yes - we surrender.
(Approaching) Lay down your arms - just a minute - who is this man?
My name is Churchill - I'm a correspondent.
What have you got in your hands?
Why What did you throw away - stand just where you are until I have a look.

(Clink of metal)
Clips for an automatic pistol - odd things for a correspondent to have
- do you realize that you can be shot ...

VOICE:
CHURCHILL:

Yes, sir.
What is your name?
Winston Churchill.
[ 11]

VOICE:

CHURCHILL :

vOicE:

You mean Winston Churchill, the writer?

(Knocking)

yes, sir.
I've read your books - well - well, let's be getting along ... you are
all honorable prisoners of war.

HOWARD:
CHURCHILL:

(Music . . . . Up- then fade)
CHURCHILL:

What luck! Being a writer had unexpected compensations. The sixty
of us under honorable arrest, imprisoned in the buildings of the State
Model Schools in South Africa.

HALDANE:
CHURCHILL:

HALDANE:
CHURCHILL:
HALDANE:
CHURCHILL:
HALDANE:

CHURCHILL:
HALDANE:
CHURCHILL:

CHURCHILL:

CHURCHILL:
HALDANE :
CHURCHILL:

I am a burgher - I had an accident. I was on my way to join my commander at Komanti Poort. I have fallen off a train. I have been unconscious for hours.
Come in.

Just a minute - sit right here.
yes.
(Pause)

Listen - Haldane, I have a plan worked out.

HOWARD:

yes?
These Zarps guarding us - are old chaps - unfit for active service remember we noticed that sentries light up a pipe and talk out there
- from the window of the latrine we can climb out the walls - from
the roof to the garden of the house nest - is easy.

CHURCHILL:

(Fading in again) .Here you are- I've brought you a cold leg of mutton
- help yourself, Mr. Churchill.
I beg your ...

Easy, Churchill- let's have a look first. (Pause)

You're the man they're looking for - I've just been reading your description (Reads) " 2 5 pounds reward. An Englishman of indifferent
build walking with a forward stoop, pale appearance, red-brownish hair small and hardly noticeable mustache, talks through his nose ... "

How is it?

(Men laugh)

They're talking together on the other side.

HOWARD:

CHURCHILL:

Boost me up - I'll make the try.

John Howard, manager of the Transvaal Colleries -This is my engineer
- Mr. Dewsnap.

DEWSNAP:

Straight from Oldham, Sir - it's a scandal they let you be beaten for
Commons there- Wen, just wait~ Next time you'll be elected in
triumph. I'll take care of that.

HOWARD:

Let's get him out of the country first - I can't keep him here - he'll
have to hide in the mine.

Yes.
They'll shoot, old boy - if they hear you.
I'll take the chance - give me a boost.
All clear?

DEWSNAP:

yes . . .
Best of

CHURCHILL:

lu~k

... (Fades)

Luck has always been kind - sometimes I feel riddled with it - here
in the heart of enemy country - creeping through the night - hiding
by day- crawling by night - exhausted with hung~r - then the laughter and talk of kaffirs - they might be friends.

Well- that's that -you're English.

HOWARD:

You get out - wait in the bushes - Brockie and I will follow - he's
got a compass - I've got a little food - ready?

(Grunts)
BROCKIE :

Who is this?

(Door slams)
HOWARD:

(Fade to prison scene)
(Night sounds)
(Low conversation)
CHURCHILL:

HOWARD:

(Door opens partially)

Yes ... I think we'll find a way of getting him out- all right.
Yes, riddled with luck- finding two Englishmen in the heart of hostility .. : they got me out - packed away in a bale of goods - I got
through - thanks to them - the news rocked England.
. (Music . . . . Heavy attack-Then behind ... )

vorcEs:

Churchill escaped - Churchill escaped.
(Music . . . . Fades to ship's whistle)
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CHURCHILL :

I leave Africa and war behind - go back to make a way into public life
- my stories and my adventures have made me a national figure - but
I can't master speech - I must master it - I will - on the long voyage
home - when the storm (Fade in seas and storm ) is highest I stand on
deck alone - throwing my oratory into the teeth of the gale.

victory we may win the war. Germany may be defeated more fa tally
in the second and third years of this war than if the Allies had entered
Berlin in the first. Some of these small states are hypnotized by Germany's military pomp and precision. They see the glitter - they see
the episode. But what they do not see or realize is the capacity of the
ancient and mighty nations against whom Germany is warring to endure
adversity, to put up with disappointment and mismanagement, to renew
their strength, to toil on with boundless suffering to the achievement
of the greatest cause for which men ever fought . . .

(Storm and sea up and then fade )
CHURCHILL:

KITCHENER:

CHURCHILL:

KITCHENER:

CHURCHILL:

W ell, at any rate I was elected to the Commons and that night Mr.
Jo Chamberlin invited me to share a bottle of i834 Port. Then to
the cabinet ... But the wine of i834 was bitter dregs in i915 . .. My
plan for taking Gallipoli was stupidly bungled . .. and that terrible day
- that waning day as I sat in the last few moments as First Lord of
the Admiralty -

(Pandemonium . .. Cheers )
(Music . . . . Into march with . .. )
(Tread of marching feet )
(Then add male chorus singing and tread louder )

Fisher has resigned -you're out of the war cabinet - but I want to
say this to you, Churchill - the Navy was ready - they can't take that
away from you.

(Add the sound of whistling shells and explosions )
(Fade out the chorus and keep the war )
(Sustain through scene in the trenches )

Lord Kitchener - thank you - the fleet was ready. But if I had had
support, the plan for the taking of Gallipoli - would have worked.

SANDY:

No - we're through with Gallipoli - the ships will be withdrawn - it has
been a disaster.

Weel, corporal- now what have ye brought the King's Sixth Royal
Scot Fusilers?

VOICE:

A new mon, Sergeant - a replacement just come opp.

SANDY :

Fine - fine - and wot's yer name, my mon?

I do not agree but I realize that everyone makes me responsible for
the adventure and for the failure - but I deny that the failure need
be final- Constantinople can still be taken.

MAC:
SANDY :

KITCHENER :

No - I'm afraid not - what did they offer you?

CHURCHILL :

A minor post out of things - I am tendering my resignation to Asquith.
I am asking for active service in France.

KITCHENER :

Hmmm. You're quite remarkable - the House will be expecting you
to speak - to def~nd yourself -

MAC:
SANDY :

CHURCHILL:

I shall speak before I leave for the front- I shall not defend myself
- I did what I thought best for the nation!

SANDY :

M AC :

(Music . . . . Up and fades for )
CHURCHILL:

MAC :

I have not come here to explain my conduct of the office I was charged
with - time will explain for me. I have come before you to speak of
our common cause. There is no reason to be disheartened about the
progress of the war. We are passing through a bad time now and it
probably will be worse before it is better, if we only endure and persevere, I have no doubt whatever. Without winning any sensational
[ 14]

MacBane.
MacBane - Well, MacBane - I trust you're goin' to like the war - it's
as fine a little war as ever you've seen.
It'll do.
Ye talk like a mon who's been in the ditches before.
I have.
Then we don't have to waste time tryin' to teach you how to toss a
bomb.
And who is the commanding officer here?

SANDY :

Listen to him - mon - don't you ever read a paper - don't you ever
get a letter - who's the officer - it's Winnie himself - Colbnel
Winston Churchill, mon, and I'll thank you not to scratch yourself
with such unseeming lack of dignity.

MAC :

What do you mean - scratch - I got a bite, ain't I - what do you want
me to do with it?
[ 15 ]

SANDY:

CHURCHILL:

MacBane - haven't ye heard - the Fusilers don't have lice: Colonel
Churchill has forbidden them the war.
(Music . . . . Wit11 tread of marching feet) (Fades for . . . )
T11e tread and rhythm of marching feet beat louder and louder as my
years go by ... In London again the unbroken rhythm of American
Infantry echoed loudly and happily in my ken - then that fateful day
in the Hotel Metropole in Paris - I heard the prophetic roar of a
·
relieved people . . .
(Bells of the churches ring out ... Off and distant roar of crowds)

AIDE:

Good Lord - what's happened - people are pouring into the streets
. .. by George - I've never seen such a sight.

CHURCHILL:

Yes, Harry- I quite forgot to tell you - I had a dispatch - it's all over
- they've signed an armistice.

AIDE:

Signed an - Mr. Churchill - is there anything wrong- aren't you
delighted, Sir?

CHURCHILL:

Yes, of course - but the time has passed for rejoicing. England has
been saved - but, sir - it is no longer the same England. Scarcely anything :which I was taught to believe permanent has lasted. Everything
I was- taught to believe impossible has happened. I shall be glad to
return t~Y peace and quiet in the country.

CLEMMY:

You're quite affected aren't you, darling - you've wanted this so much
- because it would have made your father so happy ...

CHURCHILL:

Yes - always I've wanted the Exchequer - it's the most honorable post
in Britain -

CLEMMY:

I always knew it would happen - but now - I'm so grateful that it
has -you'll never be down long-you never have been -you just can't
- and they know it ...

CHURCHILL:

(Pause) But - to be horribly practical right now, dear - I have bad
news for you - the fur coat will have to be postponed ...

CLEMMY:
CHURCHILL:

CLEMMY;

Mind- darling- don't- don't be quite such a lovable old fool
(Music . . . . Up- fades for)

CHURCHILL:

Dear Clemmy- the five years of the Exchequer - active - satisfactory
and then the inevitable - back to private life and my frightful impatience - and then (Traffic and Big Ben is heard)

WIFE:

Winston - are you quite sure you want to do all that bricklaying
yourself?

CHURCHILL:

Hello, my dear - yes - this brings me peace - I like to work with my
handsIt's going beautifully-you're quite an artisan.

CHURCHILL:

You can't take that away from·· me- I'll always be able to provide for
you, my dear - laying an honest brick.

WIFE:

I do think you should put down that trowel- until you have joined
the Bricklayers Union - a delegation was here again today -

CHURCHILL:

Join the Union - they want the old Red-baiter to join their Union
- very well - I'll go right in now and fill out their card.
Then fate again ... with an appointment my father wanted me to have.
I'll never forget Clemmy's face wben I told her the news ...
[ 16 ]

(As it strikes)

ALF:

Blimy, mate - I tell you - this appeasement ain't gain' to appease
nobody - mark my words - them that are there in the Commons
makin' their laws and makin' their appeasements - blimy- it's you
and me, lad who's gain' to get it when their bleedin' appeasin' blows up.

BILL:

Oh, now, Alf - don't go gettin' yourself all worked up - Hitler wouldn't
'arm you ... 'e wouldn't 'arm an 'air of your 'ead - just reach out and
shake 'ands with 'im like the old gentleman with the umbreila Alf and
'
'
draw back a bloomin' stump!!!
(Traffic up - then into drums and Big Ben - and agitated voices behind)

ALF:
BILL:

(Music . . . . Up- then fade for)
CHURCHILL:

We can't afford it and today I sold all my stock. I cannot - will not enter into my responsibilities as Chancellor of the Exchequer with any
personal financial matters at stake - we'll have to get along as best we
can - do you mind very much?
(With a touch of tears)

(Music . . . . Up - then turns to pastoral into)
(Soimd of a trowel being wielded laying bricks ... Birds)

WIFE:

0-h - but, Winston - I rather thought that-

What is it, mate - what's all the blarsted crowd about It's war, Alf - old England's back to war! And old Winnie is back
again as First Lord of the Admiralty!
(Begin sound - the Naval spark gap ... )
[ 17 ]

VOICE:

(As echo fades, bring up chorns of "Onward Christian Soldiers." As in
opening they fade for . . . )

Winnie is back!
(Spark gap now with music builds)

2ND VOICE:

CHURCHILL:

Winnie is back!
(Spark gap increases)

3Rn VOICE:

Winnie is back!
(Spark gap and music reach big climax)

VOICE:

Winnie is back!
(Music shimmers and spark crackles and we hear a great cheer)
(All fades for . . . )

VOICE i:

I say, Chamberlain has just resigned. The King asks Churchill to form
a Cabinet.

VOICE 2:

Really.

VOICE 1:

yes.

(Massed singing and band full up .
(Fade for)
(Pause)

ANNOUNCER:

Ellie - what are you <loin' at number
morning?

io

Downing Street so early in the

ELLIE:

I've been told to help you clean, my girl - I take my orders, too and when did that big black tomcat come here - sittin' on the desk
as big as life?

CHARWOMAN:

Oh, he came from the Admiralty- his name is Nelson. He is Mr.
Churchill's cat.

You have just heard the story of Winston Churchill as the first in a
special series of four broadcasts presenting the life stories of the four
most talked-about men in the world today. The part of Winston
Churchill was played by Sir Cedric Hardwicke.
The script was written by Frank Wilson on information furnished by
Phyllis Moir, author of "I Was Winston Churchill's Private Secretary."
(Music ... Theme)

(Cat meows)
ELLIE:

He is, eh? And where is Mr. Chamberlain's cat, Munich - the lovely
creature-

CHARWOMAN:

Why, Ellie - it was the most curious thing - when this big black one,
Nelson, came in, Munich took one look at him, then she put her tail
down and went away.

ELLIE:

So Nelson came from the Admiralty and that would be meaning that
himself is coming over to the big desk?

CHARWOMAN:

Aye - Mr. Churchill himself will be sittin' here - .and sayin' what he
has to say( Fading in on echo)

CHURCHILL:

"Onward Christian Soldiers")

(Signature ... )

(Sound up - then fades out for ... )
CHARWOMAN:

And so we came back across the ocean waves uplifted in spirit and
fortified in resolve. And when we were right out in mid-passage one
afternoon a noble sight broke on the view - the whole horizon - the
whole broad horizon - seemed filled with ships - seventy or eighty
ships of all kinds, sizes, arrayed in fourteen lines and all surrounded by
their British escorting vessels - while overhead the far-reaching Catalina airboats soared - vigilant, protecting eagles of the sky.
And then I felt that hard and terrible and long drawn-out as this struggle may be, we shall not be denied the strength to do our duty to the
end.

I have nothing to offer you but blood, sweat, toil and tears!
[ 18]
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JOSEPH STALIN
Script written by Gerald Holland. Presented September i 4,

i

941.

(Music . . . . Theme)
ANNOUNCER:

"THESE

FOUR

MEN"

(Music . . . . Up- then fade for )
ANNOUNCER:

The NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY brings you the second in
a special series of broadcasts presenting the life stories of the four men
most talked about in the world today:

(Music . . . . Up ... Fade for)
ANNOUNCER:

This is the story of Joseph Stalin.

(Music . . . . Up to a crash of sledge on anvil - then to - Russian
theme)
NARRATOR:

He was born Yossif Djugashvilli- poorest of the poor, lowest of the
low. He was a nobody out of nowhere. Today he sits in the ancient
Kremlin of the Russian Czars . . . leader of 180 millions of people,
symbol of a political credo, absolute ruler of a nation that - like a giant
bear - has lumbered through blood-soaked centuries toward a destiny
that perhaps it may find - in this ... the most bloody of them all.
Today at death grips with a terrifying enemy from out of the West,
Russia's teeming millions are led by this one man. In this tragic hour,
Russia looks to Yossif Djugashvilli, who is called Joseph Stalin . .. man
of steel!
(Music . . . . Swirls up- then fades out behind)

NARRATOR:

This story begins on a day five years ago. In 1936, Stalin decided to pay
a visit to his mother in Tiflis, not far from the village of Gorki where he
was born. And as he set out with his entourage, Catherine Djugashvilli,
then 78 years old, sat in her little house with her peasant friends of the
neighborhood - waiting to welcome home the man her child had become ...

WOMAN

(Fade in on an aged laugh ) Tell us more, Madame Djugashvilli - tell
us what he was like as a little boy.

1:

[ 21 ]

MOTHER:

WOMAN 2:

Oh, he was like all boys when they are little. Naturally I thought him
better than most. He was not one to talk much - but he was a good boy.
Yes, just to think of it! I would be afraid, Madame Djugashvilli- to
have the great Stalin come to my house!

MOTHER:

(Laughs deprecatingly) Oh, but that is so foolish - that I should be
afraid of Stalin! He is no Stalin to me - he is Soso - that is still my
name for him.

WOMAN 2:

Oh, but maybe he would not like that name now - now he is Stalin!

MOTHER:

WOMAN

3:

3:

(Sighs) To call Stalin Soso - that I cannot do. You, Madame Djugashvilli, can you reaIIy think of him as just a son? Surely you cannot think
of him as I would of my own boy - who is a good son but of no consequence - can you think of Stalin in the same way?
(Music . . . . Softly in background on cue)

MOTHER:

(Tenderly) Yes ... yes in the same way ... just like a son. To me it
makes no difference he is Stalin ... I know so little of such things. I only
know that to me he was a speciaJ son. I wanted him so much. Three
times before Soso, I had children - only each time they died when they
were born. And then before Soso - every day I went to the church and
I prayed to Sr. Joseph. I prayed that I would have a son who would live
and be strong. And then I promised St. Joseph, that if my son would
live I would call him Joseph and I would make him a priest of the
church.

MOTHER:

MOTHER:

MOTHER:

(Protesting) I did keep my promise! From the time he was born, I
began to work and save and make things that would bring in a little
money for his education - for years I did this and all the time I thought
of Soso a priest, maybe head of his own parish and I thought of how
people would say, "There is Madame Djugashvilli whose son is the
priest." My husband did not like this - he said Soso should be a cobbler like himself. But I would not hear of it. I saved and worked until
at last I had enough to send him to a seminary.

Yes, I promised he woul'd be a priest - it was not a strange thing

NARRATOR:

STALIN:

VOICE:
STALIN:

STALIN:

STALIN:
VOICE:

One can imagine many things for a baby son.
[ 22 J

Joseph Stalin was born into a wretched little world. Poverty was his
birthright, oppression his heritage, utter hopelessness 11is lot under the
system of the Czars. There were many things for a boy to hate as he
sipped his thin cabbage soup and gnawed at his crust of black bread in
a hovel of a home. But Catherine Djugashvilli raised him tenderly,
nursed him through an almost fatal attack of smallpox, shielded him from
his father's raging furies and at last one day when he was 14, she was
able to tuck a goat's milk cheese under his arm, slip a few precious coins
into his pocket and send him trudging over the hill to the seminary of
the Russian Orthodox Church.
(Open and close door - Footsteps across B.oor)

VOICE:

Oh, no - it is just that I cannot imagine -

(Fade) Now that is a thing I did not know - Stalin to be a priest now there is a thing I cannot imagine ...
(Music . . .. Up and fade)

VOICE:

Stalin a priest!

to doWOMAN i:

How was it you did not keep your promise - that he would be a priest?

Still I cannot help but be afraid. Perhaps I had better go - I am too
nervous.
No, no, no - you will not go - you are my friend, you stay here - do
not be afraid - forget Stalin - think of just my boy Soso coming home.

WOMAN 1:

3:

WOMAN

WOMAN 1:

MOTHER:

WOMAN

Strong-yes - but strangely two toes on the one foot were joined together ... and - and one arm not quite right- but a fine child.

(Affectionately) Oh, he will not like it, so? I put him in his place this Stalin!

(They all laugh)

He was born strong?

MOTHER:

To think that he is coming here to this room ... Joseph Stalin!

3:

WOMAN

WOMAN 2:

(Throughout the script there is always just a barely noticeable pause
before he speaks) I wish to see about (Interrupting)

(Coldly) What is your name?

Yossif Djugashvilli.
Age?
Fourteen.
Father?
Vissarion Djugashvi1Ji.
Occupation?
[ 23 J

STALIN:
VOICE:
STALIN:
VOICE:

A cobbler.

STUDENT i:

(Music . . . . Up and fade)

Mother's name?
Ca,therine.

STUDENT 2:

You have money for the enrollment?

STALIN:

(Coins dropped on table )
STALIN:
VOICE:
STALIN:
VOICE:
STALIN:
VOICE:

VOICE :
STALIN:
VOICE:

STALIN:

STUDENT 1:

I should like to ask -

STALIN

(Breaking in) Silence. (A pause) \¥hat are your possessions?

STUDENT

3:

(The pause is a little longer) In this package is a cheese.
STALIN:

You have i:othing else- clothing?
Go through that door. Be seated. Wait until a bell rings. Then go to the
yard and stand with the other new students. Speak to no one. You will
be told what to do. That is all. Go.
(Footsteps across Boor - door opens)
Yes?
You will learn here to say thank you when leaving the presence of a
superior.

He speaks very little - that is true - he keeps to himself.

STUDENT i:

I think he is ashamed - have you noticed he never gets money or packages from home - as for clothes, he wears his whole wardrobe on his
back.

A cobbler - one of the first to work in the factory when the machines
came!

3:

\¥hen the machines came - before that he may have had some independence at least - now he is just a cog in a factory.

STUDENT

STALIN:
STUDENT 1:

STALIN:

I feel a little sorry for him.
Oh, you needn't waste your sympathy - look at his eyes sometime they are not eyes that ask pity -

STUDENT 2:

(Voice drops) So? He might be useful to us - that one, eh?
[ 24]

He is dead now.
Look at you, Djugashvilli! ! You are the poorest student in the seminary
- you are despised as a Georgian - you have no hope of anything better - in Russia you are less than nothing. \¥hat can you do for your
mother or anybody! You have one chance in Russia, Djugashvilli!
One chance?
On the surface you are nothing - underground you can be somebody.
Come, are you with us? .
\¥hat is to be done?

STUDENT i:

Everything! First, to organize - then to plan and plan and wait and
wait for the day of revolution when you and all like you in Russia will
be able to hold your heads up as men - and not slink around as dogs!
It takes strength, Djugashvilli, the strength of steel - and patience,
patience, ever patience.

STUDENT 2:

You can be strong, Djugashvilli- can you be patient as well?

No?
It is more like vengeance.

Don't you intend to be priests?

STALIN:

STUDENT 1:

STUDENT 2:

STUDENT i :

You will find our comrades m every school and semmary m Russia,
my friend.

(Deadly serious) So, Djugashvilli, you do not wish to make your mother
unhappy- how happy can you make her as long as we continue to be
exploited? Chained in poverty? Tell me, what was your father?

STALIN:

Djugashvilli - now there is a strange one!

3:

But here - in a seminary?

3:

STUDENT

(Again the pause is more noticeable) Thank you.

STUDENT i:

STUDENT

Call it that.

But that is why I was sent here - my mother saved for years to make it
possible - I have been promised as a priest.

(Students' voices)

STUDENT i:

You are revolutionists?

STALIN:

(Calls sharply) Djugashvilli!

(Music .. .. Up and fade)

3:

vVell, what do you say, Djugashvilli?

(The students laugh)

\¥hat I am wearing.

(Door closes)

STUDENT

I have already considered that possibility, my friend.

[ 25 l

STALIN:

- oh, we take ourselves so seriously - we must have our little intrigues
and plottings - yes, I know more than you think - but believe me,
Djugashvilli, these boyish things of the mind pass - tell me - how old
are you?

(Longer pause ) Yes . . . I think I can be patient.
(Music . . . . Pays ofl scene, tllen fades and continues )

STUDENT 2:

That.Djugashvilli - he dares too much! We would be expelled!

STUDENT 1:

He is willing to risk it -

STUDENT 2 :

yes, but -

STUDENT i :

Are you afraid -

STUDENT 2:

No, no, of course not- but I wish Comrade Djugashvilli had the virtue
of caution!

STUDENT i:

Revolutions are not won by caution, my friend!

STALIN:
VOICE :

(Music . . . . Up and tllen down)
STUDENT 2:

STUDENT

3:

STUDENT 2:

STALIN:

I protest! \Vhy do we follow Djugashvilli? He is no leader - he .c an't
write - he is no speaker He has a certain power - admit that!

VOICE:

STALIN:

Yes, but such a crude fellow!
(Music . . .. Up and tllen down)

VOICE:

(In quick succession)
STUDENT 2:

Yes, Comrade Djugashvilli!

STUDENT i :

As you say, Yossif !

STUDENT

3:

You lead, Comrade Djugashvilli, we will follow!

STALIN:

(Music . . . . Up and finish as)
(Door opens and closes - Slow footsteps across a floor )
VOICE:
STALIN:
VOICE:

STALIN :
VOICE :

STALIN:
VOICE:

Yes?

NARRATOR:

I was told to report here.
Oh . .. Djugashvilli. Djugashvilli, I am told you have been organizing
students into a band of revolutionists.
(Pause) ANSvVER!
I have nothing to say.
You do not deny it. (Pause) Djugashvilli, suppose I was to turn you
over to the authorities. (Pause ) You know what would happen. (Pause)
Answer!
·
I have nothing to say.

[ 26]

(Pause) I have nothing to say.
(Hardening) Djugashvilli - I am a busy man. (Pause ) Come, come!
(Pause) ANSWER!
I have nothing to say.
(Fist crashes down on table top)
You defy me! Very well, Djugashvilli! I know your breed! Mark this!
You will end on a scaffold - yes, on a scaffold! Djugashvilli, you are
expelled - you are dismissed from the seminary - go now - go on your
way to the hangman!
(Slow footsteps, door opens)
(From force of llabit) Thank you.
(Door closes)
(Music . ... Up and continue )
In i898, at nineteen years of age, Stalin emerged from the seminary to
begin his career as a revolutionary. It was a full-time job. He went first to
Tiflis, the Georgian capital; then he extended his activity to other parts
of the Caucasus and finally to Russia as a whole. In that year, two other
men destined to be masters of the revolution were already active in the
cause. Leon Trotsky had been sent to prison for his work among the
people. In Siberian exile was Vladimir Illyich Ulianov - the man
whom both Stalin and Trotsky were to call master - the man now
known to history as Lenin.

(Music . . .. Up, then down)
NARRATOR:

(Pause - Then he adopts another tone ) (Chuckles ) Now look here,
Djugashvilli - I know how it is with students - I was a student myself

Nineteen . ..
How I remember when I was nineteen! \Vhat great ideas I had- ho,
ho, when you are as old as I am, Djugashvilli, you will look back and
say "\Vhat a foolish young man!" (Briskly) Come now, Djugashvilligive the names of your fellow - shall we say conspirators? - give me the
list - there will be a little discipline - not too severe - and then we
will forget the whole thing, eh? Come now!

There was much to be done - organization, endless organization; pamphlets and tracts to be written and distributed; money to be raised by whatever means necessary.
[ 27.J

(A great explosion - As it echoes away, a sudden babble of voices, a
scream, several shots)
COSSACK :
KAMO:
COSSACK:
KAMO :

NARRATOR:

(Footsteps echoing down a corridor)
(Rap of a guard's stick on cell bars)

T11e,re they go - they've got the money - that way!
Which way, Cossack- quick, I am .of the police!

GUARD:

That way you fool - after them!

KAMO:

Never fear - they won't get far!

GUARD:

Fool! You missed them!
(Fading oH) Never fear, Cossack! I will find them!
KAMO:

STALIN:
KAMO:
STALIN:

KAMO:

STALIN:
KAMO:

STALIN:

KAMO:
STALIN:
KAMO:

STALIN:

(OH) All Out! (Fading) All out into the yard!
(Opening of cell block)
(Clang of cell doors)
(Tramp of prisoners)

(Music . . . . )
KAMO:

(Calls out on echo) All out! All out into the yard!
(Raps stick on bars)

(Shots)
cossACK:

Inevitably came prison -

(Laughs heartily) I posed as an officer, Yossif - and after the explosion,
I rushed out of the bank and demanded of the Cossacks -"Which way
did they go!" - all the time firing my revolver - "Fool!" said the Cossack. "You have missed them!" "Never fear, Cossack," I said, "I will
find them!" And so I have! (Laughs)

STALIN:
KAMO:
STALIN:
KAMO:

(Hoarse whisper) What can this be, Yossif - surely our guards are not
concerned about our health - what do you make of it?
Maybe they wish to search the cells- .
Hah, you are right! Have you anything hidden?
No.
Nor I - let them search!

How much was there, Kamo?

GUARD:

(Calls out) Line up over there -

Tiuee hundred and forty thousand rubles, Yossif! Not bad, eh?

KAMO :

Look, Yossif - officers of the Czar - look at the dogs - look how fat
and sleek and full of wine -

Three hundred and forty thousand less for the Czar's tyranny- the
party will make good use of this, Kamo.
But look, Yossif - you don't intend to turn it all over to the party after all, we have expenses -

STALIN:
KAMO:

I think I see what they are about Yes - what, Yossif !

STALIN:

They want to be amused - see they are forming a line there - it is the
gauntlet - we are to run the gauntlet for their sport.

But just a little, Yossif- can't we hold out just a little for expenses who would know?

GUARD:

(OH) You

Kamo! I am not interested in bank robbing as a career. We have a bigger
job. Give me the money - I send it to headquarters in the morning.

GUARD:

It goes to the party- every ruble.
KAMO:

t~ere

- ugly one!

I?
You shall be the first- come now! Come along! And you there!

Yossif - you are a strange one - what are you after?

(Off a little) Please, sir, I have been sick - I could not stand the blows!
Another time, if you please!

We are all after the same thing, Kamo.

(A roar of laughter off)

No, not I - the excitement is enough for me - but you are different.
What do you seek?
(Pause) To rid Russia of the Czar and his tyranny. After that - Russia
will decide.
(Music . . . . )

PRISONER:

GUARD:
PRISONER:

(Fading) Really, I have been sick- very sick-if you please .
(Laughter off)

GUARD:
STALIN:

[ 28]

None of your sniveling- come along-

You there - next - wait, what have you under your arm?
A book.
[ 29]

GUARD:

(Door opens and closes - Footsteps)

Humph -go along ...
(Laughter - It comes closer as we move along with Stalin)

LENIN:

OFFICER

1:

(Fade in) What sport - I never had such fun - where is the next one?

OFFICER

2:

Hah, this shaggy one - and ha, ha - he carries a book!

OFFICER

1:

An intellectual, eh? He'll make a fine target - this one - come on you,
start running . . .

LENIN:

(A blow - Then another)
OFFICER

1:

STALIN:

2:

ZINOVIEV:

Comrade.

LENIN:

Run, you peasant dog! Do not walk.
Run . . .
zrnovrnv:

Run, you fool!

(A blow)
OFFICER 4:

LENIN:

A brazen one, eh - he defies us!
STALIN:

Yossif, you fool - (A pause) What good to walk and stare at them!
Look at you - a mass of blood! (Pause) Why didn't you run?

STALIN:

(A long rasping breath) And give them satisfaction? It is all right, Kama
- another reason to hate them!

KAMO:

(He doesn't agree at all) Yes, yes - to be sure.
Would you mind waiting a moment, Comrade Djugashvilli? I will want
to talk to you again in a little while.

(An old habit from the seminary) Thank you .
(The door closes)

KAMO:

STALIN:

Comrade Djugashvilli, you have a fine record of service. (Pause) You
are a born organizer. (Pause) There is much to be done, Comrade.
(Pause) I am nominating you for a place on the Executive Committee
of the party. (Pause) It is an honor well-deserved. Do you not agree,
Comrade Zinoviev.

(Footsteps - Door opens)

(A crashing blow)
(Then blows in quick succession fading out)
.(Silence for a second - Then the labored breathing of Stalin)

KAMO:

Have you met Comrade Zinoviev?
Comrade.

(A blow)
OFFICER 3:

Comrade Lenin.

STALIN:

(A blow)
OFFICER

Comrade Djugashvilli.

(Sighs) What good to hate, Yossif - with no hope of vengeance?
Our day will come.

LENIN :
ZINOVIEV:

He seems dull-witted. What in the world do you want with him on the
executive committee! \::Ve've a hundred men with more brains for that
post.

LENIN:

Exactly, Comrade. We have too much brains. We need a little brawn .

zrNovrnv:

Yes, but perhaps not for years and years.

LENIN:

STALIN:

I can wait. Long ago, I learned to be patient. (A rasping breath ) I can
wait.

NARRATOR:

After prison came exile and with exile a chance to escape. With the
fabulous Kama as his companion, Stalin's chance came. But it was a
precarious freedom. He hid in fields, slept in a peasant's hut one night,
in the cellar of a city tenement the next. But he did not miss comforts
he had never known. He was content to work and write and plot and
organize against the things he hated. Gradually he came to the attention of the party leaders. And one great day in the career of Joseph
Stalin, he stood face to face in a European hideout with Lenin himself
and Zinoviev - later to be head of the Communist International.
[ 30 ]

Well, Zinoviev - what do you think of our Georgian.

I'm against it.
You will get to know him better, Comrade Zinoviev.

(Music . . . . Up, then down for . . . )
NARRATOR:

To meet the great Lenin - that was one compensation for the hardships of a revolutionary's life. Joseph Stalin tried to find others. Although
a hunted man, he stole back to his native village once - to marry!
(Music . . . . Of a peasant wedding)
(Laughter and voices)

WOMAN:

Ah, they make a fine couple, Madame Djugashvilli - Yossif and little
Catherine -

MOTHER:

She is a fine girl - if only Yossif would settle down [ 31 ]

WOMAN:

You just wait, Madame Djugashvilli - now that he has a wife - he ·will

CLERK:

settle down all right (La ughs)
MAN:

STALIN:

Congratulations, Yossif - it's a fine match.

Very well, Stalin - man of steel - I have here an order for your exile
to the Arctic. vVhat do you say to that? (Pause) ANSWER!
I have nothing to say.

And little Catherine - never did you look so pretty!

Bah! Guard, take him away! Man of steel- The Arctic will temper this
man of steel (Calls) NEXT- Ivan Deminov!

CATHERINE:

Thank you - we are very happy- very happy-

(Music . . . . Up and fade . . . )

MAN:

Yes, I tell you it is a fine thing, Yossif - a fine -

(Scratching of a pen)

STALIN:
MAN:

Thank you ... thank you very much-

CLERK:

(A banging at the door)

The back way, Yossif- run!

I am settled here in the far north sharing quarters with a fellow member
of the party - Djugashvilli, a Georgian, who now calls himself Stalin.
He is a member of the executive committee and a friend of Lenin himself, but I confess ·r cannot understand him. He sits and smokes his pipe
and stares out of the window for hours on end until I think that if he
does not speak I will go mad. Now he is out fishing through a hole in
the ice and I hope to finish this letter before he returns -

I am going with you.

(Door opens and shuts)

SVERDLOV:

(Music suddenly out . . . )
CATHERINE :
MAN:

What could it be!
(Off) Cossacks!

(Babble of voices: "Cossacks")
MAN:
CATHERINE:
STALIN:
MOTHER:
MAN:

Come, Catherine-

SVERDLOV:

(Calls out) Yossif - Soso -

STALIN:

Continue the music - begin the dancing- I will open the door (Peasant music up . . . . For few seconds, then)

SVERDLOV:

(Rifle shots - Distant)

STALIN:

(Music . . . . Up' and down for)
NARRATOR:

SVERDLOV:

For Joseph Stalin, there was no settling down - there was only the
underground and there was no place in it for his i 7-year-old bride little Catherine languished and died - and Stalin swore a new oath of
vengeance against the Czar. But vengeance seemed a long way off-

STALIN:
SVERDLOV:
STALIN:
SVERDLOV:

(Music . . . . )
CLERK:

STALIN:

(Calls) Yossif Djugashvilli!

SVERDLOV :

(Footsteps up to desk)
CLERK:
STALIN:
CLERK:
STALIN :
CLERIC
STALIN:

,,

You are Yossif Djugashvilli?
I am Joseph Stalin.
You are here on the card as Djugashvilli.

STALIN:

I have changed my name ...
Stalin ... steel ... you fancy yourself a man of steel? (Pause) ANSWER!
I have nothing to say.
[ 32 ]

SVERDLOV:
STALIN:

Well, Comrade Stalin - what luck?
A good catch - Comrade Sverdlov - we will have no concerns about
dinner this night.
Can I help you with the cleaning?
(Off) No, go on with what you were doing.
I am writing a letter home - I was telling about you.
Yes?
To be truthful, I was saying I did not understand you.
No?
That is the truth. I do not understand you.
I am a simple man.
No - you are not simple - tell me - in the name of heaven, Stalin tell me how can you sit and sit and smoke your pipe and stare out of the
window day after day after day - what are you thinking of?
I did my thinking long ago.
(Ready to scream) Then what are you doing!
(A noticeable pause) Waiting.
(Music . . . . )
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NARRATOR:

(F oot~teps and music)

Stalin waited as the World \Var raged. Stalin sat and smoked his pipe
and waited for the flames to roar up into the holocaust that would engulf
the last of the Czars. And at last the day of revolution came.

NARRATOR:

(A great clap of thunder that rumbles ofl into, the distance as)

(Footsteps and music)

(Music . . . . Comes up, then down)
NARRATOR:

CLERK:

Grimly, without emotion, Joseph Stalin packed his miserable belongings
and walked out of his Siberian hut into the pages of history.

STALIN:

(Music . . . . Establish rhythm of footsteps)

CLERK:

(Now the heavy footsteps of a man slowly, surely, walking toward an
objective - plodding a straigM course no matter what lies in the way.
The footsteps are continuous without regard to the narrator or other

STALIN:

VOICES:

NARRATOR:

NARRATOR:

No one remembered Joseph Stalin when he arrived in Petrograd where
the full fury of the revolution was raging. The crowd had other heroes.
VOIC ES

(The footsteps march on through it all)
There was revolution and counter-revolution -

NARRATOR:

(Rat-tat of machine guns)
(Screams and out of them )
(A lone woman sobbing)
(The plodding footsteps on through it all)

TROTSKY:
LENIN:

There was recognition for the cobbler's son - and the beginnings of an
historic enmity with Leon Trotsky.

NARRATOR:

TROTSKY:
LENIN:

CLERK:

I don't like him, Comrade Lenin.

(The footsteps and music

I'll take care of Trotsky.
As Russia writhed in the agony of its rebirth - Stalin plodded on . He
took care of Leon Trotsky - and then from out of one of the greatest
upheavals in world history there emerged one man (Way ofl) Stalin, Stalin, Stalin (Rapidly coming closer) Stalin, Stalin
(To climax) Stalin, STALIN, S-T-A-L-I-N!

STALIN:

Stalin has a place on the Central
Come up, then down )

Stalin waited - watched and worked and waited - patient plodder. He
rose to be Secretary General.
Lenin, I warn you! I don't trust him! Get rid of him!

l

CLERK:
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(Briskly) ~omrade Stalin, the delegation of visitors.

Show them in.
Ladies and gentlemen?
(Ad lib of thank you)

MAN i:

We are delighted to be here, Mr. Stalin - we are grateful for this
audience.

STALIN:

You are welcome.

MAN 2:

I know my man, Comrade Trotsky, I know my man.

The cobbler's son sits in the ancient Kremlin. He wears the simple
khaki of the common soldier. In his hand, the inevitable pipe. In all
things he is still a peasant - with peasant tastes. He has the olive green
complexion of the Georgians, a great shock of dark brown - now graying hair, shaggy mustache, a strangely smiling mouth that softens a pockmµrked face - eyes - that alone of all the eyes of men - know the
Russian story.
(Door opens)

He has a great capacity for detail - this Stalin.
Nevertheless, Comrade Trotsky Committee-

But Commissar Trotsky ...

(Dead silence)

(Volley of rif1.e shots)

LENIN:

(Pause) Ignore it.

(Footsteps louder than ever)

Lenin! Lenin! Trotsky! Trotsky! (Fade) Lenin! Trotsky! Lenin!

(Thunder)

NARRATOR:

An order from Commissar Trotsky, Comrade Stalin . What disposition
shall be made of it?

(Footsteps)

voices)
NARRATOR:

Death came to Lenin - saint of the revolutionary movement. Now there
was only Trotsky- and Stalin .

We have been greatly impressed, Mr. Stalin, with the industrial progress we have seen everywhere.
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MAN i:

Is it not true, Mr. Stalin, that literacy is quite general in Russia today?

STALIN:

Yes, that is so.

WOMAN:
STALIN:
WOMAN:

STALIN:

Mr. Stalin -

MOTHER:

yes "--

STALIN:

Tell me ... how long are you going to keep on killing people -

MAN i:

(Shocked whisper) Lady Astor!

STALIN:

How long? (A long pause) Until it is no longer necessary.

J

MOTHER:
STALIN:

And so the cobbler's son sits in the Kremlin - and perhaps he thinks
of Peter the Great who built a great and beautiful city out of marshland - at the cost of a hundred thousand lives. Whatever he thinks, the
cobbler's son is now the law, the life, the conscience of i8o million souls.
(Music . . . . Swells up briefly)

NARRATOR:

WOMAN 2:

MOTHER:
WOMAN 2:
MOTHER:

MOTHER:
STALIN:

(Music . . . . Up and down for)
NARRATOR:

MOTHER:

MOTHER:

STALIN:

(Choking) Soso!
It is good to see you, mother.

(Recovering) Oh, it is good to see you, Soso.
Soso - I have not heard that name in a long time.
You are a great man, Soso? You live in the Kremlin now?
Yes, mother.
Remember, I wanted you to be a priest?
There were many things to be done, mother.
Yes, people say you have done much for Russia. But I cannot help but
be disappointed ... I still wish you had been a priest.
(A pause-Then a low quiet laugh)
(Music . . . . Closing theme)

This story ends where it began - on that day in i936 when Joseph
Stalin came out of the Kremlin and went down to pay a visit to his aged
mother who sat with her peasant friends and waited - as any mother
might wait for a son too long away from home ...

You have just heard the story of Joseph Stalin as the second in a special
series of broadcasts dramatizing the lives of the four most talked-about
men in the world today. The script was written by Gerald Holland.
Next Sunday, the third program in the series will present the life of
Adolf Hitler.

(Music . . . . Once again the musical theme for Stalin's mother .
fade out)

(Music . . . . Theme)

ANNOUNCER:

(From Off) Now there is a great crowd of soldiers outside, Madame
Djugashvilli! Stalin must be approaching.

(Quietly) Yes, soon he will be here!
I can see a great car driving up- Madame Djugashvilli! It is Stalin!
Yes, now he has come.
(A great cheer outside)

OFFICER:

WOMAN 2:

(Off) A pathway, please - stand back, if you please - photographers stand here - from here you will be able to take the first pictures of the
meeting - afterwards there will be others -

He is coming up the walk, Madame Djugashvilli - he is here, Stalin!
(The cheers die away)
(Door open)
(There is dead silence)
(Heavy footsteps approach and stop)

STALIN:

(After a pause) Mother.
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ADOLF HITLER
Script written by Gerald Holland. Presented September

21, i

941.

(Music ... . Theme)
ANNOUNCER:

"THESE

FOUR

MEN"

(Music .... )
ANNOUNCER:

The NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY brings you the third in a
special series of four broadcasts presenting the life stories of the four
men most talked about in the world today. This is the story of Adolf
Hitler.
(Music . . . . up, into German theme)

NARRATOR:

His ambitions surpass the dreams of Caesar and Alexander and Napoleon. H e has sworn an oath that he will not rest until he has uprooted
our kind of civilization and destroyed it. Some future historian will
judge whether this man appeared as the prophet of a new world culture
beyond our imagining now - or whether he had his brief moment and
then went the way of Caesar and Alexander and Napoleon.

(Music . . . . up full, then fade for)
NARRATOR:

He is a man. Millions have been taught to regard him as a god, but
nonetheless he is a package of flesh and blood and nerve and bone. He
is not an impressive man - his dark brown hair matted down over one
eye and his clipped mustache alone make his face memorable. He is not
tall and he is not strong. He takes no exercise. He eats almost nothing.
His voice grates unpleasantly on the ear. He is subject to wild, hysterical, unreasoning rages. Often he weeps like a woman. Yet this strange
contradiction carries a burden that no mortal has borne before. He has
intoxicated and hypnotized a whole race of men. Men elsewhere in the
world have long since ceased to laugh at him or dismiss him lightly.
And the world knows now that in the eyes of Adolf Hitler burns a
fire that threatens to engulf humanity.

(Music . . . . up and fade )
NARRATOR:

At this moment, he is somewhere in Germany. Where he is now, it is
past midnight. What is night like for Adolf Hitler? Is he tortured
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tonight by that chronic insomnia of his? Has he sent for his pianist to
come and play those Wagnerian melodies that lull him to sleep like a
narcotic?

NARRATOR:

What are the thoughts of Adolf Hitler tonight? Does he think back ...
back to the bitter years of his childhood?

KLARA:

(Voices and Laughter)

Alois, I beg of you! Do not beat the boy! Leave him to me! Please,
Alois!
(Raging) Out of my way! I warn you, Klara, do not interfere! I will
deal with this puppy! This sniveler who defies me!

KLARA:

STUDENT i:

(Calls) Hitler! Come join us!

STUDENT 2:

Gustave! Not that fellow Hitler! Must you ruin our little celebration!

STUDENT i:

Ach, he is all right - (Calls) Hitler - come join us for a beer!

STUDENT 2:

Such a talker - he drives me crazy with his talk -

STUDENT i:

(Calls) Hitler! (Drops voice) Look, he pretends not to hear me.
(Chuckles) The joke is on you, Karl - before you can snub him - he
snubs us!

(Choking with rage) So!

(They both laugh as scene fades into)

(Door opens)
(The sobs stop abruptly)
ALOIS:

(Music ... up, then fades for ... )
PROFESSOR :

',y

So!
eakling! Cry baby! Moonstruck calf! You defy me! So! We shall
see who is master here!
Aloisi Do not beat him!
(The lash of a strap - again and again and again)

ALOIS:

Weakling! Sniveler!
(Cross fade from this scene into)

KLARA:

In i908, Adolf Hitler arrived in Vienna at i9, to study art and to look
upon a world that was completely new to him.
(Music ... up and with it)

(The racking, hysterical sobs of a boy of i2)
(Voices are heard outside his room)

ALOIS:

Adolf - why do you look that way! (Pause - whispers) Adolf, you hate
him! (Almost in terror) Do not look that way, Adolf!
(Music . . . . Sweeps up, then fades into Viennese waltz)

(Piano blends into)

KLARA:

/

KLARA:

(Fade in "a piano in something Wagnerian that will have an ominous
quality - take the piano alone for a moment - then fade for)
NARRATOR:

f:!.

(All tenderness) Ach, my poor Adolf! My poor, poor little boy! What
has he done to you! There, there, Adolf ... rest back your head ... lean
on me, Adolf ... ja, that is good. It will be all right. Do not mind your
father ... he does not understand you. Because he is a customs official
he thinks everybody should be a customs official just like him. You will
not be an official, Adolf . .. you will be an artist as you want to be. Ja,
I will see to tha.t. There - now you are better! Look at me, Adolf forget your father now. It is just temper with him - he will come home
all sorry-you wait and see ... you will be friends again - wait and
see(A rasping intake of breath)

(Chair is overturned)
(Crash of glass)
(Footsteps stalking out of room)
Hitler! Come back!
(Door opens and slams)

I

(Music . . . Orchestra fades into piano again)
NARRATOR :

BRICKLAYER:
FOREMAN:
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Eh? Oh, Hitler! Welcome, my boy - here, sit down here!
(Coughs, clears throat and wonders how he is going to say it) Well,
now, Hitler - Adolf, is it? Adolf, I have been going over your drawings
and paintings. Adolf, some have tl1e spark, others no. Some of us can
study and work and maybe get to be so-so artists but for others all the
work and study in tl1e world do no good. Adolf, I come to the point you are not meant to be an artist, my boy. You take my advice- try
something else - maybe a good trade or something- (Stops short as:)

He wanted above all else to be an artist. But he got a job as a hod
earner..
(Off, Yells) Ja, you get off this scaffold or I throw you off-

(Calls) \mrnt is the trouble up there?
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BRICKLAYER:

Oh, it is this fellow here - this Hitler - all tl1e time arguing - talk talk- talk- get him out of here - either he goes or I go!

FOREMAN:

(C~lls) Go on with your work, Hans - I take care of him! Hitler,
come down here! (Mutters) Troublemaker - crazy man - I have had
enough of tl1is ... hmmmm ... (Voice up) Well, Hitler! So, you are
making trouble again, eh? How many times have I told you we are not
interested in your theories here! A hod carrier is not a speech maker!
(Sarcastically ) Maybe you are too good to be a hod carrier, Hitler!
Maybe you should devote all your time to talking. Ja, maybe I give you
the time - (Rages ) Get off my job -you are discharged, Hitler - talk
someplace else -you are through, Hitler!

from a group of men) Schneider? Ja, Schneider, I have yours here someplace. Ja, here it is - tell me Schneider, how is the wife?
PAINTER i:

Boss:
PAINTER
I

r:

Boss:

(Music . . . . In a crashing chord, then fade for: )
NARRATOR:
VOICE:

He moved on to Munich.
(Old man, rather c11ildish) You say you are a painter - an artist? Ja,
we have work for artists - ja, you do tl1e work at home. See here these postcards - they are to be tinted with colors ... green for the
grass, blue for the sky, so on, so on, so on. You think you could do
that? Well, we see. Here, take a few cards now and bring back Monday.
If we like your work - well, maybe more cards.

(Music . . . up, into crashing chord, then fade )
r:

PAINTER 2:

I

NARRATOR:

PAINTER

r:

PAINTER 2:

Otto, tell me - what do you think of the new fellow?

NARRATOR:

Oh, that Hitler? (With elaborate irony) Well, I tell you - I do not like
to criticize a fellow artist - are we not both painters - house painters?
(Laugh)
(Slap of Brushes)

VOICE

r:

I

VOICE 2:
VOICE
!
I

(Musing) He is a strange fellow, that Hitler ... he does not care about
girls, about beer, about eating - well about anything but talk and theories and German destiny ... (A sudden thought) You know, Otto, I
think if you listen to him long enough you might begin to believe him?
(As it this were completely out of the question) Hans, Hans, what
an idea!
(Atmosphere of a payroll line with voices)
Kraus? Ja, Kraus here is your pay- now look, Kraus - don't spend it
all on beer, eh? Be back Monday morning ready for work, eh? (Laughter
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Und now - Hitler. (A pause) Hmmm. Hitler, I have bad news for you.
I have to let you go. Ja, I am sorry but- look Hitler, I give you a piece
of advice. Try to be a human being once, eh? Try to get along with
people. Don't be all the time hating things . I am sorry Hitler. You are
not good for the otl1er men here. I - I wish you ... success elsewhere,
Hitler.
Then in r914 his chance came. Fate swept Europe into the first World
War, and plucked Adolf Hitler out of his garret room and sent him
marching off to the front, his eyes blazing witl1 patriotism, his lips
babbling his gratitude for this opportunity to fight for his adopted ,
fatherland.
(Music . . . . Up, then down to continue bellind)

3:

VOICE 1:
I

r914 Hoch der Kaiser!
Deutschland iiber alles!
Great news - our victorious troops have swept through Belgium and
are well advanced into France itself!
We will have Paris in a week- the war is as good as over!
(Marching)
(Music

!

NARRATOR :

. Up and fade ... )

r916-

VOICE 1 :

( Slowly) There is no such thing as a short war, my friend - but we hold
the upper hand ...

VOICE 2 :

Oh, beyond all doubt!

(Music . . . . Crashing chord, in, then fade for: )

Boss:

Ja, ja, anytime. (Laughter)

(Marching feet)

I

I

BOTH:

Good! Tell her I be calling some evening for some of that apple
strudel, ja?

(Music . . . . Up to finish scene, then to march rhythm)

(Slap of brushes on wood)
PAINTER

Oh, she is fine now - like nothing ever happened.

(Marching slows down )
(Music . . . . Up and fade ...
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NARRATOR:

i918 ...

A WOMAN:

My baby cries for food and I have nothing to give him!

VOICE i:

-

;

SPEAKER:

(A little taken back by tllis en'thusiasm ) Eh? Oh, thank you, - our new
member, gentlemen - Herr Hitler. But to continue - (Fade) What
has happened to the spirit of the people? It is dead. But it can live again
. . . it can live again if we ... of the German Workers Party ...

NARRATOR:

Adolf Hitler never went back to his superiors to report the activities of
the German Workers Party. Instead, he became a member and reveled
in this chance to expound his theories before men who hated the things
he hated. He ranted and raved and gesticulated in that basement hideout. Soon he he was leader of the group and he announced that he had
a new name for the movement. It was no longer to be the German
Workers Party. (Deliberately) People called it Nazi.

(Cold) The Kaiser has abdicated! The war is over!
(The marching breaks up into a shuffle of idle men)

(Music ... .. )
NARRATOR:

Overnight a great military machine became an army of jobless men.
Corporal Adolf Hitler heard the news in a hospital.
(Music . . . . Out)
(Pouring of a liquid - then a spoon stirring it briskly in a glass)

NURSE:

Now take this! There, now you are better, nein? Oh ... you are a little
bewildered, eh? Do not worry, you are in a hospital. Ja - you are all
right- you have nothing to worry about! Oh, but I forgot -you have
heard nothing! The war is over, Corporal. (A rasping breath) Ja, the
Kaiser has abdicated! Ja, Germany has lost the war! (Fading) But now
go back to sleep - forget the war ... you must get well . ..

NARRATOR :

OFFICER:

Adolf Hitler wept for Germany~ But when the tears were gone, his old
hates blazed up again. There was so much to hate now - the peace, the
victors,' the treaty and, as scapegoats for it all, the Jews.
(Calls) Corporal Hitler!

CLERK:
HESS:
CLERK :

CLERK :

You wish to remain in the army, Corporal Hitler. Very well. You will
be attached to military intelligence. It will be your duty to attend the
various labor meetings in Munich. We have heard there are many
plotting to overthrow the republic. You will attend these meetings as if
you wished to become a member, listen, take notes and then report back
to me. Here is the first - the German Workers Party.

(Fade in ) And now look at our beloved Germany, discredited before
the whole world, the guilt of the war unjustly fastened upon her, her
people hungry, her money worthless - a billion marks for one American
dollar - and who is to blame? Who ISS to blame? I tell you. The Jews!

Tirelessly he drummed his message into the ears of all who listened "You are Germany! Germany will rise again! Rid Germany of the Jews!"
(Music .. . . Up and fade with sound of marching feet continuous)

HIMMLER:

(Click of heels - brisk footsteps - then cross fade into ... )
SPEAKER:

NARRATOR:

GOERING :

(Brisk footsteps - click of heels)
OFFICER:

(Music . . . . Picks up rhythm of the word "Na-zi," into a marching
rhythm, with many feet)

CLERK :

(Silence)
(Then Sobs)

-

You wish to join the movement - name, please?
Hermann Goering ...
Goering. Fill out this card. Next?
Rudolf Hess.
Rudolf Hess. Fill out this card, please. Next?
Himmler -Heinrich Himmler.
(Fading) Himmler. Fill out card, please. Next?
(Music . . . . Up and fade . .. )

VOICE 1:

Have you heard - Hitler plans a putsch - we march into Munich soon
now-

VOICE 2 :

But I thought he had given his word to the authorities that he would
not make a putsch . . .

VOICE 1:

Ja, ja - of course - but that was a trick - don't you see?

VOICE 2:

But is the time ripe - isn't the risk too much?

VOICE 1:

Listen ... Hitler has said that if the putsch fails, he will kill himself.

VOICE 2:

No! Do you think he means it?

VOICE 1:

He has given his word!
(Music . . . . Up and fade)

(One man vigorously applauding)
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(Now voices join in the marching song)

VOICE

2:

(Sighs) Well, that is the end of the Nazi movement.

VOICE

1:

(Wearily) I suppose - look, do you have a cigarette?

OFFICER

1:

(Breathless) Captain, the Nazis are marching into the city - they will
attempt ·a putsch after all -

OFFICER

2:

We will be ready for them - they have been told that if they did not
disperse we will open fire.

OFFICER

1:

They are coming closer - they are not going to disperse.

(Piano up and fade ... )
(Sobs)

l

HESS:

(Voices coming closer)
OFFICER

2:

They have had their chance - ready ... fire!
(Machine gun)
(The voices stop singing - there are cries ot wounded and out of the
confusion)
(Music . . . . Up and abruptly out ... )
(Silence - then a knock at a door)

VOICE

2:

Who is it?

VOICE

1:

Hans - open!

I

I

(Bolt- door)
VOICE

2:

Were you followed?

'

(Voices reading from the book)

(Door closes)
MAN:

VOICE

1:

No - I have been hiding for hours until it was safe to come!

VOICE

2:

It was pretty bad.

VOICE

1:

Worse than that.

VOICE

2:

Who was killed?

VOICE

1:

I don't know - Goering received a bullet in the leg. That much I saw.

VOICE

2:

What of Ludendorf?

VOICE

1:

(Bitterly) His hat was knocked off- that is all.

VOICE

2:

Hess?

VOICE

1:

Taken prisoner.

WOMAN:

MAMA:

I

YOUNG TROOPER:

Hitler?

VOICE

1:

Hitler? He threw himself on the ground at the first shots. So hard he
broke his shoulder, I think.

1:

Ja - he was taken with Hess.

Listen - let me read you what our leader says - "A state which in the
days of race poisoning endeavors to cultivate its best racial elements is
bound to become some day the lord of earth."

I

(Fade for)
NARRATOR:

I

vmcE

Carl, tell me .. . what is this .. . Aryan?
(Fade into)

l

2:

Was he captured?

He says in his book- all our troubles are caused by the Jews. Otto maybe that is true.
(Fade into)

VOICE

2:

Look - here in this book it says France is the permanent enemy of the
German nation. Ja - this fellow Hitler is right.
(Cross fade into)

I

VOICE

(As tenderly as Hitler's mother) Come now, Adolf. Take a grip on yourself. You must not let yourself go to pieces like this. The putsch was a
mistake - but we will make many mistakes perhaps before we are
through. (Sobs out) There that is better - even in prison we can make
the best of things, nein? Now we have time to plan things, you and I to plan them so that next time there will be no mistake.
I will read you what I have taken down, Adolf. (Laughs) As dictated to
Rudolf Hess, nein? (Clears throat) (Seriously) Mein Kampf ... By
Adolf Hitler. Chapter One. Childhood home. It begins: "Today I regard it as a happy chance that Fate chose Braunau on the Inn as my
birthplace. For this little town is on the frontier of the two German
states whose reunion, at least for us younger men, is a life work to be
accomplished by every means. (With a little more emphasis) German
Austria must come back to the great German Mother Country. (Fade)
Like blood belongs in one common realm."

I
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This blueprint for world conquest - written during a thirteen months'
prison term - was destined to become the Nazi bible. Its apostles were
a handful of men whose hates burned more fiercely than ever - Hitler,
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Hess, Himmler, Goering and later Goebbels. Adolf Hitler was now
clearly the leader. Ranting one moment, hys terical the next, in tears
another time, he soon found people ready to listen.

MAN 1:
MAN

(A door opens)
MAMA:
CARL:

3:

Chancellor!

MAN 2:

Hitler is Chancellor!
(Marching feet up full and out of them)

A CHORUS:
MAMA:

CARL :

Again to the meeting - why must you go? You are never at home
anymore.

CARL:

I must, mama.

MAMA:
CARL:

SECRETARY:
VON SCHRODER:

It is this Hitler.
Ja - he is wonderful, mama. He says someday we shall hold our heads
•
up agam.

I

•

At first it appeared that just another political machine was coming to
power .. . a machine that in time might wreck itself with internal
dissension, jealousies, a clash of ambition.
(Running feet on a marble Boor)

Carl, stay home tonight.

AIDE I:

(Hoarse whisper - a little breathless ) Quick - an urgent conference
with the Chancellor.

(Door closes)
(A phone rings )

AIDE 2:

It is impossible. Herr Hitler has given instructions the Chancellor is not
to be disturbed.

Herr Von Schroder's office. Ja, one moment, please. Herr Wolff.

AIDE i:

(Hisses ) Fool! It is Goering.

Ummm. Hello, Ja. Ja, I have just been reading. This Hitler is making
himself heard, nein? A good thing, too. Keeps a check on the communists. I have sent the Nazi party a check. I advise you do the same,
H err Wolff. It is good business. Eh? You are afraid that the Nazis may
control the government? Oh, but that is ridiculous! Nein - Nein - not
a chance of it ... Ja - goodbye, Herr Wolff.

AIDE 2:

Goering.

AIDE 1:

He is entering the building! Quick!

AIDE 2:

Ja!

I am sorry. I must go. Good night, mama.

I

(Knob - Open and close door )
(Then heavy footsteps approaching )
(Open door)
(Footsteps stop)

(Phone on hook)
(Music . . . . Up, then continues beliind )
(Door Opens)

AIDE 2:

(And closes )

MAN i:

(Whisper) Is there an announcement yet?

MAN 2:

No - Herr Hitler has been in conference with President Von Hindenburg for more than an hour now ....

MAN i :

He will sur.ely be given a place in the government?

l\fAN 2:

Oh, without doubt (Door opens and slams)
(Music . . . . Up )
(Running feet )

Herr Goering. The Chancellor is awaiting you.
(The door closes)
(Footsteps across room - Echo of a great chamber)
(A click of heels)
(All on echo)

GOERING:

Heil Hitler!

HESS:

Heil Hitler!

GOERING:

'

HESS:

Hess ...
Good evening, Goering.
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.. l

Heil Hitler! Heil Hitler! Heil Hitler!

(Music . . . . Up in a rhythm which the voices take up - then add
marching feet. Fade out completely for )
NARRATOR:

MAMA:

(Calls back ) News? Hitler is Chancellor!

MAN 1 :
I

Carl! Where are you going!
I am going to the meeting, mama.

(Calling ) Any news!

j

.....

Hess, Himmler, Goering and later Goebbels. Adolf Hitler was now
clearly the leader. Ranting one moment, hys terical the next, in tears
another time, he soon found people ready to listen.

!.ill

MAN i :
MAN

CARL:

I

Carl! Where are you going!
I am going to the meeting, mama.

3:

CARL:

Chancellor!

MAN 2:

Hitler is Chancellor!

I

(Marching feet up full and out of them)

Again to the meeting - why must you go? You are never at home
anymore.

CARL:

MAMA:

I must, mama.

CARL:

SECRETARY:
VON SCHRODER:

It is this Hitler.
Ja - he is wonderful, mama. He says someday we shall hold our heads
•
up agam.
AIDE i:

(Hoarse whisper - a little breathless) Quick - an urgent conference
with the Chancellor.

(Door closes )
(A phone rings )

AIDE 2:

It is impossible. Herr Hitler has given instructions the Chancellor is not
to be disturbed.

Herr Von Schroder's office. Ja, one moment, please. Herr Wolff.

AIDE i :

(Hisses) Fool! It is Goering.

Ummm. Hello, Ja. Ja, I have just been reading. This Hitler is making
himself heard, nein? A good thing, too. Keeps a check on the communists. I have sent the Nazi party a check. I advise you do the same,
H err Wolff. It is good business. Eh? You are afraid that the Nazis may
control the government? Oh, but that is ridiculous! Nein - Nein - not
a chance of it ... Ja - goodbye, Herr Wolff.

AIDE 2:

Goering.

AIDE 1:

He is entering the building! Quick!

AIDE 2:

Jal

l

I am sorry. I must go. Good night, mama.

I

(Knob - Open and close door)
(Then heavy footsteps approaching)
(Open door)
(Footsteps stop)

(Phone on 11ook)
(Music . . . . Up, then continues beliind )
(Door Opens)

AIDE 2:

(And closes )

MAN i:

(\Vhisper) Is there an announcement yet?

:MAN 2:

No - Herr Hitler has been in conferen.ce with President Von Hindenburg for more than an hour now ....

MAN i:

He will sur.ely be given a place in the government?

MAN 2:

Oh , without doubt -

Herr Goering. The Chancellor is awaiting you.

(The door closes)
(Footsteps across room - Echo of a great chamber)
(A click of heels)
(All on echo)

(Door opens and slams)
(Music . . . . Up )
(Running feet )

GOERING:

Heil Hitler!

HESS:

Heil Hitler!

GOERING:
HESS:

Hess ...
Good evening, Goering.
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.

At first it appeared that just another political machine was coming to
power ... a machine that in time might wreck itself with internal
dissension, jealousies, a clash of ambition .
(Running feet on a marble Boor)

I

Carl, stay home tonight.

Heil Hitler! Heil Hitler! Heil Hitler!
(Music . . . . Up in a rhythm which the voices take up - then add
marching feet. Fade out completely for )

NARRATOR:
MAMA:

(Calls back ) News? Hitler is Chancellor!

MAN i:

A CHORUS:
MAMA:

(Calling ) Any news!

I

(A door opens )
MAMA:

/

I

GOERING:
HESS:
GOERING:

HESS :
GOERING:
HESS:
GOERING:
HESS:
GOERING:
HESS:
GOERING:
HESS :
GOERING:

HESS:
GOERING:

ROEHM:

Mine Fuehrer - it is true - there is not the slightest doubt - I have all
details of the plot.

'

Have you proof, Goering?

1:

VON SCHLEICHER:

2:

(Silence for a second)

You are quite agitated, Marshall Goering.
And you might well be, Herr Hess.
Perhaps - but not bloodthirsty for a purge.

ROEHM:

What has happened? Why do you look that way, mein Fuehrer? What
lies have they been telling you? (With mounting hysteria) It is not so!
It is not so, Adolf. Believe me - in the name of all we have endured
and fought for together, believe me, Adolf!

OFFICER:

The Chancellor gives you this revolver, Captain Roehm. Now if I may
remove your insignia?

ROEHM :

(Hoarsely) You will not do this to me Adolf. You cannot do this to me.
I have been loyal. I swear that. I have heard talk, yes. But it was only
that - talk. Adolf, I am your friend - listen to me.

Have you thought of what may happen if there is no purge?
Have you thought of the effect this purge may have on the people?
,.
(Snorts) The people - what can they do!

OFFICER:
ROEHM:

President Von Hindenburg? He has some influence - what would he
say?

Captain Roehm - the revolver!
No! No! I will not kill myself! If I am to be shot, you must do it,
Adolf-you must kill your friend! Can you do that.

(Silence - Then footsteps fading out)

Hindenburg will say what we tell him to say.
ROEHM:

I advise caution, Adolf!

I

And I demand action! (Passionately) You must do this thing, Adolf.
Show that you can kill! Look at the names of the plotters, Von
Schleicher is one - ja, our esteemed former Chancellor! (Slowly) Another is Roehm - our comrade, your friend, Adolf - Ernest Roehm!

I

Think, Adolf - think!

OFFICER:

1

(Hisses) Act, mein Fuehrer - act now.

Adolf! Come back!
Captain Roehm, the alternative is the firing squad. I will leave you now.
(Footsteps fade)
(Door closes)
(A volley of riB.e shots)

NARRATOR:

(Cold) His opposition removed, Hitler, the Chancellor, became the
Fuehrer - held up to the people of Germany as a god.

I

VOICE

Herr Von Schleicher?

I

What is the meaning of this I

Frau Von Schleicher?

(A woman's 'scream abruptly - out on )
(Three more shots)

1:

I

I
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Hitler is Germany- Germany is Hitler!

CHORus:
VOICE 2:

Sieg heil!
Hitler is always right, Hitler can do no wrong!

CHORUS:

Sieg heil!

VOICE

Hitler is the instrument of divine providence!

1:

CHORUS:
NARRATOR:

(Music . . . . Up and out )
(Banging of a revolver butt .on door)

.. L

(In amazement) Adolf ... (Catching IJimselt) Heil Hitler! (A pause)
Will you - gentlemen, will you step in?

That's a stupid question, Herr Hess. Mein Fuehrer, I have names .. .
dates ... places ... plans . .. Some have been talking quite openly . . .
They challenge your power ... (Dropping formality) Adolf, you must
a~. You must be ruthless. Cold-blooded! You must show your strength.
There must be no compromise - no arrests - no trials - there must be
a purge!

(Three shots)
OFFICER

(The door opens)
ROEHM:

(Music . . . . In fast - fade for )
OFFICER

Ja- ja- just a moment- ja- ja ...

Sieg heil, sieg heil, sieg heil!
(Fade for)
The house painter had become a god - and in that book he had dictated
to Rudolf Hess - he had given the world fair warning of what he would
do when he had become a god.
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(Screams)
TROOPER:

TROOPER:

(Spits it out) Ji.iden!

MAMA:

(Hoarsely) Wait! (Pause) Is this the promise of Hitler? Is t11is what took
my Carl away from me and sent him marching off with the others? Is
this what I have to show for my life - this box of ashes? Is this t11e
Fatherland he promised us?

vorcE:

(Distant, on echo chamber, impassione8·ispeech, in German. Fade for:)

(Lasll of whip)
(Wails, etc. - Fade for)

(Music . . . . In heavy Jewish tlleme- takes up wfop and wails, con. tinue for ten seconds, then fade for)
NARRATOR:

The fury that lashed the Jews in Germany went on to strike and envelope the whole of Europe. A mighty military machine has made the
name of Adolf Hitler a household word. But in many a German household ...
(Pause - Tllen the tinkle of a little sllop beII)

MAMA:

(From earlier scene)
be there-

(Pleasantly) Coming - just one minute - I will

I am sorry, Frau Lunenschloos - we are not permitted to discuss -

(Music .... Up - fade for)
ANNOUNCER:

You have just heard the story of Adolf Hitler as t11e third in a special
series of four broadcasts presenting the life stories of the four men most
talked-about in the world today. The story of Adolf Hitler was written
by Gerald Holland. Next week we present the story of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt.

(Music .... Theme)

( BeII again)

MAMA:

Ja - ja - patience- patience( Fusses with the bolt of the door and then opens it)

MAMA:
TROOPER:
MAMA:
TROOPER:
MAMA:
TROOPER:
MAMA:
TROOPER:
MAMA:
TROOPER:

Well - well - you are in a great hurry, nein?

(Cold as ice) Heil Hitler!
What is it, please - Oh ja, Heil Hitler!
Frau Wilhelm Lunenschloos?
Ja - that is right!
11

Here.
Oh, a package for me? (A little laugh) Well, now, what could this be?
Your son, Carl Lunenschloos.
Carl? I do not understand, please. The package is for him?
The package is the ashes of your son Carl. He was killed near the front not in action - but you may say he died for the Reich. There is a medal
goes with the package.
(He tosses the medal on tl1e table)

TROOPER:

You may say you have given a son for the Reich.

(Clicks his heels)
That is all. Good evening, Frau Lunenschloos! Heil Hitler.
MAMA:

(She is beyond tears - tlle life has gone out of her) Wait[ 52 ]
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l

FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT
Featuring the distinguished American actor, William Adams, in a
script written by W elbourn Kelley and based on material by Ernest
K. Lindley. Presented September 28, 194i.

(Music . . . . Theme)
ANNOUNCER:

"THESE

FOUR

MEN"

(Music . . . . )
ANNOUNCER:

THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY brings you the last in a
special series of four broadcasts presenting the life stories of the four
men most talked about in the world today.

(Music .... )
ANNOUNCER:

This is the story of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

(Music .... )
NARRATOR:

This is the story of a poor little rich boy who refused to have life handed
to him on a silver platter - who worked and achieved greatness the hard
way. Of a burning ambition and a refusal to admit that any opposition
was too big . . . This is the story of Franklin Delano Roosevelt!

(Music .... Up and down on cue ... Out under)
NARRATOR:

When he was inaugurated in 1932, that was by no means Franklin
Roosevelt's first visit to the White House. Let's go back to the White
House study of Grover Cleveland, in the the year 1887 ...
(Door opens and closes)

CLEVELAND:

(Off) Ah, come in, come in - glad to see you.

JAMES ROOSEVELT:

I know how busy you are, Mr. President. It was good of you to see us.

CLEVELAND:

And why shouldn't I see you, James, after the way you worked for my
election as Governor of New York. Yes - and you helped make me
President, too ... Hm-m-m - who's the young sailor you've got with
you?

JAMES ROOSEVELT:
F.

D. R.:

1
1

Mr. Cleveland, I want you to meet my son, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

(5) How do you do, Mr. Cleveland.
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I

CLEVELAND:
JAMES ROOSEVELT :
CLEVELAND :

F. D. R.:
CLEVELAND:

JAMES ROOSEVELT:
CLEVELAND :

NARRATOR :

I

He's quite a big man to be only five, eh, Mr. President?

I

LIEUT.:
PRIVATE:

LIEUT. :
F. D.R.:

I

Only 5! Why, I was about to offer him a cigar. (Chuckle ) All dressed up
in his sailor suit. I suppose when you grow up, young man you want to
be President, too - eh?

LIEUT.:
F. D.R.:

No, sir - I want to be a sailor.

LIEUT.:

You've got a mighty smart son, there, James. I've had two years of this
job, and I know - it isn't easy.

CORP.:
I

The country thinks you're doing a good job, Mr. President.
I do my best, James. But nobody seems to realize the sheer labor, the
heart-break, the awful sense of responsibility this office carries with it.
Young man, I want to make a wish for you. I wish you great happiness and
good health - and may you never become President of the United States!

F. D.R. :
I

LIEUT.:

(Music . . . . Up, then fade, as music box effect comes in during . . . )

F. D. R. :

In i893, at the age of 11, Franklin Roosevelt had his first experience in
action with the ideal which men and nations have come to know as ...
liberty. (No pause for narrator as music box begins gay Bavarian tune
in background.) It was in the office of the Imperial Guard, in the fortified
city of Strassburg, Germany. Just after dark, the lieutenant of the guard
was amusing himself with a music box ...

LIEUT. :

(Music box up briefly ...
PRIVATE:

F. D.R.:

Why - how do you do, young man.

Herr Oberst! Herr Oberst!

F . D. R.:
LIEUT. :
F. D.R.:

LIEUT.:
F. D. R.:
1'

Ja, Private - what is it?
The guard, Herr Oberst! The guard with two prisoners.
LIEUT.:

LIEUT.:
~

Prisoners, hein? Then the Officer of the Guard should not receive them
while playing a music box.
(Click and music box out)

LANZ:

LIEUT.:

!

Eleven, going on twelve.
Nationality?
The United States of America. This is my tutor with me.
Hm-m-m, I see their papers are in order, Corporal. Charge?
Charge - placed under arrest for trying to enter His Imperial Germanic
Majesty's fortified city of Strassburg, on, with or in a wheeled vehicle
after dark.
We were on bicycles, sir - and it was your guards' fault we are so late.
If they hadn't arrested us so many times today, we'd have been here
before dark.

Ja-ja.
Arrested and fined five marks. Then there were the cherries Cherries?

LANZ:

But that was the only way to get to the train. The soldiers got us, just
the same. All that made us so late, trying to get back to our hotel that
weThat you were arrested again, trying to enter Strassburg after dark.

Ja, Herr Ober-lieutenant.

'

I

(Steps)

I
F. D. R.:

'
I

Well, if the fine is too much I can't pay it, and that's that. I've aln;ady
spent most of my allowance on fines (Footsteps out as door closes)
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I

,,,.

I

Illegal, that. Yes, illegal.

That will do, if you please? Corporal Lanz. (Ja, Herr Ober-lieutenant)
You are to be congratulated on your proficiency in protecting the Empire. You may go.

I

I 56 I

I,.

I

Oh, they were growing beside the road. Arrested again. Then we took
our bikes through the waiting room, at the station and-

LIEUT.:

I

I

The first time was when the goose ran in front of my bike.

In the United States we don't arrest people every time they turn around.

I

I

Ach, du lieber! You were arrested more than once today?

F. D.R.:

I

There. Two, did you say?
(Door opens and closes)
Prisoners achtung! Marchel
(Broken footsteps across wooden floor)
Prisoners - halt! (Footsteps out)
Corporal Lanz, Herr Ober-lieutenant, with two prisoners.
Hm-m-m, yes, I see. One's rather small, isn't he? Young man - what is
your name?

Age?

I

Rapid footsteps up to mike and halt)
..

( 11) Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

I

I

1

I

LIEUT.:

NARRATOR:

VOICES:

BOY:

F. D. R.:

Master Roosevelt I know of your country. Perhaps, someday, I will go
there to live. Here we do not do as we wish. In this country we do as
we are told. Ah, but perhaps you and the gentleman tutor will join me
in my office for a piece of cake. Hein?
(Music . . . . Up, then fade for)

In spite of the sweetening effect of the cake, young Roosevelt liked the
American way best. Then in the tradition of many American boys he
wanted to run away and go to sea. Later his father talked him out of the
notion of going to the Naval Academy. At 16 he was a student at
Groton when, in the year 1898 ...
(Terrific explosion. Excited cries in background)

F. D.R.:
MONITOR:
F. D. R.:
MONITOR:
F. D. R.:
BOY:

Hey, men - have you seen Frank Roosevelt's latest piece in the Crimson?

STUDE!'{T 2:

What sort of bee has he got in his bonnet now?

STUDENT

3:

STUDENT 2:

STUDENT

3:

Look, Frank- coming down the corridor. Monitor of the Fourth Form.
Suppose he'll peach?

Frank can't do that to us. Why, our fraternity has always controlled class
elections.

3:

And what does he mean, "wealthy aristocrats"? He's one of us himself,
isn't he?

STUDENT 1:

Oh, you know how Frank is. Always going around, sticking out his jaw
in favor of the under-dog.

'

(Music . . . . Up, then into soft, romantic mood)

I

No-he's in on it-he's all right. (Sneeze)
( 17)

NARRATOR :

But toward the end of his last year at Harvard, Frank Roosevelt sometimes seemed lost in thought, absent-minded. There was a reason. Her
name was Anna Eleanor Roosevelt, his sixth cousin. His mother felt he
was too young for marriage, so she arranged . . . (Fade)

MRS. JAMES R.:

I've finally persuaded Franklin to come on a West Indian cruise with
me - he's bringing along Lathrop Brown, one of his classmates. He's too
young for marriage yet - I want him to be ready for a career. He can go
far - his father left many important friends in the business world. I
think he knows I'm right, just as I know how impatient he is about

I

(Secretive) Frank - it's all off with Fred and Archie.

I

lr

Wha-choo - what's wrong?
Headaches, sneezing- they're in the infirmary. Measles.

And he got action, didn't he? They put in fire escapes.

STUDENT 2:

STUDENT

I

Remember how he told the college officials the buildings were firetraps.
Right to their teeth, he told :em.
Yes, but this time it's serious, men. Listen to this - I'll read it. (Reading) "It is time the entire student body took an interest in the election
of class officers. Too long these elections have been controlled by one
fraternity, by a few students who are wealthy aristocrats. Officers should
be elected on the basis of ability, not because of background or present
circumstances." There - there you are. (Quote is a paraphrase of editorial)

Just my luck- I'm only 14. If I were 16, like you The pieman'll take us to Boston in his cart, and we'll go to Long Wharf
and sign up. By the time they miss us, on Monday morning, we'll be on
a transport headed for Cuba.

Yes - what's Frank up to this time? (Laughing)

STUDE NT 1:

(Obvious bad cold) That's right.

Mee-choo - measles? A kid disease like that!
Hey, look - look at Frank! He's all broken out. Why, he - why, Frank's
got the measles, too!
(Music . . . . Up and Segue to Harvard song)
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I

I

l

STUDENT 1:

I

Frank - Frank! I just heard about it - about you and Fred and
Archie! Look - are you really going to do it!

The pieman told us when he came Wednesday. The Navy's recruiting
men for service in Cuba.

BOY:

.

( 14)

F. D. R.:

A case of measles may have changed the entire course of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt's life, for it stopped this attempt to become a part of
the United States Navy. He remained at Groton, .then went on to Harvard ... there he became managing editor of the Harvard "Crimson,"
and his editorials perhaps offer some clue to his later career.
(Out for voice Imm in background)

I

Gosh, you've got a cold, haven't you? But tell me - how'd you find out
about it?
(All through this scene F. D.R. fighting sneeze)

F. D. R.:

I

·1

(Over noise) Remember the Maine! Remember the Maine!
(Music . . . . Agitato effect briefly and under running footsteps)

BOY:

BOY:

NARRATOR:

I

r

'

waiting. Thank heavens he picked the right girl. There is no finer girl
than . . . Eleanor.
SENATOR 2:

(Music .. .. Up into "Lohengrin" in background )
NARRATOR :

On St. Patrick's Day, 1 90 5 , Franklin Delano and Anna Eleanor Roosevelt were married. The bride was given away by her uncle, President
Teddy Roosevelt himself. After his marriage the groom continued his
post-graduate studies at Columbia University, part of which he flunked.
Five years later, not yet 2 9 , Roosevelt made his entry into politics as the
result of a meeting in the town of Poughkeepsie ...

1'

SENATOR 2:

SENATOR

MAN:

W ell, gents - if that's all the business. I think we've got a good slate
of candidates. Ah, Mayor Sague - you've got something to say?

SAGUE:

It appears to me there's one candidate we've neglected to name. So far,
there's been no mention of a Democratic candidate for State Senator
from the Counties of Dutchess, Putnam and Columbia.

MAN 2:

SAGUE :

Why name one? Only one Democrat's been elected from there in more
than 50 years.
Yes, Mayor Sague - and there's no money in the treasury for a useless
campaign.
It so happens, gents, I've taken care of that. I've got a candidate who can
pay his own freight.

3:

SENATOR 1 :

(Voice hum in background, rapping of gavel )

MAN:

SENAT OR

r

3:

SENATOR 1:

NARRATOR:

j
I

I

I

(Cries of "who," "who is that," "tell us about him," etc. )
SAGUE :
MAN 1:
SAGUE :

MAN 2:
SAGUE :

It's young Frank Roosevelt.

I

I

Will he make the race?

F. D.R. :

I've convinced him that he should. His mother was against it - said it
was too undignified for a Roosevelt and would interfere with his career.
I convinced her by telling her Frank didn't have a chance to win.

,

Well, honestly, I don't see why he'd go to the bother of it.

J

j

Well, young Roosevelt's funny - apparently doesn't know much about
politics. He's got the idea he might be elected, and would be able to do
the people some good.
(Music . . . . Up )

HOWE:

F . D.R.:

Frank must not expect to have much of a political career. Starts out by
bucking the traction boys and Tammany Hall.
Yes, gents - but it's much worse than that. This story about Roosevelt
is in papers all over the country. It's raising such a stir, State legislatures
might lose the right to elect U. S. Senators.
Sure! Why, if this thing goes far enough - it might get to where U. S.
Senators are elected by the people!
(Music . . . . Up, then down for)
Blue-eyed Billy Sheehan of Buffalo did not go to the United States
Senate. And the name of Franklin Roosevelt became one to reckon with
in the N . Y. State Senate. Then in the spring of 1913, as he planned his
campaign for re-election he was stricken with typhoid. And one day at
the Roosevelt home in Albany, a slight, gnomish figure walked up the
steps (Footsteps under) and entered the house. His name - Louis McHenry Howe.
(Door opens)
Mr. Howe? Come right in - Mr. Roosevelt is expecting you.
(Off) That you, Louis? I've been waiting for you. Nice to see you.
I c;ime as soon as I got Mrs. Roosevelt's call, Senator. I'd just started out
upstate to do the pre-election roundup for my paper in New Yark.
And how were my chances shaping up in that story?

HOWE:

Good. Excellent until - until this - typhoid. If you could make the
kind of fight for yourself that you did to nominate Woodrow W ilson
for President ... well, I'm sorry, Senator.

F. D.R.:

I know. To be elected, it'll take a fight - and I can't make it. By the
way, have you ever managed a political campaign?

I

I

HOWE:

(General laughter. Music . Fade in angry talk "It's got to stop," "Roosevelt can't do this to us," etc.)
SENATOR 1:

MAID:

one week, and he thinks he's big enough to whip Boss Murphy, of
Tammany.
... Murphy's determined he'll send Blue-eyed Billy Sheehan to the
U. S. Senate.
Yes, but unless Frank Roosevelt and his little group vote for 'im, Boss
Murphy is whipped.
Frank says, Blue-eyed Billy is a little too close to the New York traction
trust to suit him.

Who does this Frank Roosevelt think he is? Been in the State Senate

F. D. R.:

Why, no. I've written about them for years, of course, but Louis, the doctor says I won't be out of bed for some time. If you still
want to see me win - you'll have to take over my campaign and figh t it.

I
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HOWE:
F. D. R.:
HOWE:
F. D. R.:
HOWE:

NARRATOR:

NARRATOR:

Take over your campaign! Why, great Scott!

about. You've been buying up supplies so fast that, in a great many cases,
you've bought up all there are. I'm sorry, Mr. Roosevelt, but the Navy
will have to give up some of its supplies to the Army.
(Music . . . . Up and down)

'

I believe you can do it, Louis. But- it's your decision.
If you believe in me, Senator, I -

I do.

I

NARRATOR:

One of the greatest problems of the World War was - how to stop the
ravages of the U-boats. Franklin Roosevelt had a plan - a plan which
many thought "wild." But which some believed might work. He sent for
Commander S. P. Fullinwider, an expert on mines.

F. D. R.:

That's my plan, Commander - to bottle up the northern exit to the
North Sea, so the U-Boats can't get in or out.

Then by thunder I'll give 'em the best fight that's in me! I want to see
you win, Senator, because I like what you stand for. Besides that - I've
had a fifty dollar bet on you, ever since you announced for re-election.
(Music . . . . Up, then bring in election cheers)

I

Roosevelt was re-elected to the New York State Senate. And thus began
one of the firmest friendships in modern politics. On March 1st, 191 3,
Roosevelt was in Washington for the inauguration of Woodrow Wilson.
He was offered the job of collector of the Port of New York. He refused
it. He was offered the job of Assistant Secret~ry of the Treasury. He
refused it. Later that same day he ran into Josephus Daniels, who offered him the one job in the government he wanted - he took it like a
shot. At 31 he became Assistant Secretary of the Navy. (Pause for mood
change in music) The next year - The World War!

1

Franklin Roosevelt worked night and day that the United States Navy
might be ready. In fact, he worked almost too well. For in 1917, about
10 days after the United States entered the war he got a hurry call from
the White House. Usher Ike Hoover took him straight to President
Wilson's office.

FULLIN:

,

F. D. R.:
FULLIN:

l ,,

F.

n.

R.:

FULLIN:

F. D. R.:
I
I
I

FULLIN:

F. D. R.:
FULLIN:

F. D. R.:

(Heavy door opens and closes)
I

F. D. R.:

(Trifle breathy) Yes, Mr. President. You sent for me?

WILSON:

(Play for dry humor) Ah, yes, Mr. Roosevelt. This is General Hugh
(Greetings: "Mr. Roosevelt." "Yes, I've met the General," etc. )

WILSON:
ROOSEVELT:
WILSON:
ROOSEVELT:
WILSON:

ROOSEVELT:
WILSON:

FULLIN:

F. D. R.:

.

Scott, Chief of Staff of the Army. General - Mr. Roosevelt.

NARRATOR :

Now, Mr. Roosevelt, there's something I want to talk about.
Yes, Mr. President.
About the way you've been buying supplies for the Navy.
I admit I've cut red tape in a few cases, but I That's not the point. It's not how you've been getting supplies. It's the
amount.
Mr. President, I want the ·Navy to have everything it needs to do its job.
I know - I know. You've done a wonderful job. However, we've also got
an Army in this country - that's what General Scott is here to see me

That's a long, long stretch of water, Mr. Roosevelt.

I

I
I

I know - nearly 250 miles of it, and the tides are swift.
Tell me - how about the British? Have they tried it?
The Admiralty won't hear of it - they say it's fantastic.
And how about our own Admiral Simms! He's over there?
He doesn't think it's feasible. In fact, there aren't many people who do
think it will work. Admiral Harris is one exception, and And I am another.
Good-good!
There is only one drawback.
Yes?
With our present contact mine, we'd have to sow them 10 feet apart at
three deptl1s. There aren't that many mines in the world.
Then we'll have to get a better mine.
(Music . . . . Up, then fade behind)
The answer was found. The North Sea mine barrage became one of the
wonders of the World War and helped the destruction of morale, which
caused the mutiny in the German fleet.
(Music . . . . Up, then behind)

NARRATOR:

In June of 1918, Roosevelt was offered the Democratic nomination for
the Governorship of New York. He refused, suggesting another candidate - Alfred E. Smith. In July, he went abroad to inspect the battle
zones. There he met the leaders of the day and toured the actual fighting
areas at Belleau Wood, at Chateau-Thierry, at Nancy. When he boarded
the Leviathan, he had decided to come home, resign, and don the uni[ 63]
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form of a fighting officer in the United States Navy. This was not to
be ...
DOCTOR:

How are you feeling this morning, Mr. Roosevelt?

F. D.R.:

(Weak) Very well- fine, Doctor. Er - how many days out are we?

DOCTOR:

Only two. You've been - well, asleep most of the time.

F . D.R.:

There was a lot of flu in Brest, I remember. Must have picked up a
touch of it.

F. D.R. :

It's better you picked up flu in Brest than what they're having in New
York now. In New York, there's an epidemic of infantile paralysis.
(Weak laugh) Well, thank heavens I'm too old for that! ... When I
said goodbye at the dock, I remember telling them I'd be back on the
next boat.

DOCTOR :

I'm afraid you won't be.

F. D.R. :

But I've got to. I'm resigning as Assistant Secretary. I'm getting into the
Navy. I'm going to ask them to assign me to one of the Naval railway
guns in France.

DOCTOR:

I may as well tell you, Mr. Roosevelt. When you leave the Leviathan in
New York-you'll go on a stretcher.

F. D.R.:

But this flu, Doctor - I'll shake it off.

DOCTOR:

You had flu. Now it's double-pneumonia!

F. D.R.:

I - I can't move! My legs - why, I can't move them! Something' s
wrong, I - I - !
(Calmly calling) Anna! James! Say- doesn't anybody ever get up in
this house?
(Music .. . . Ominous, up and fade out as door opens)

M RS. R. :

It's Louis Howe, Franklin.

F. D.R. :

Yes, I knew it was Louis - I didn't even have to turn over and look.

j
I

DOCTOR:

he had symptoms of a cold, peculiar feelings in his legs. The second
morning-

~I

'

HOWE:

Before we talk about me, Louis, we've got to talk about you. I've heard
about the wonderful job you've been offered - more money than I'll
ever be able to pay you. T ake it, Louis - you owe it to your family.

HOWE:

When I first came to you - you told me it was my decision. It's my
decision now. I'll stay.

F . D. R. :
H OWE :

,

F . D.R.:

(Music . ... Up, then fade behind)
NARRATOR:

(Music . . . . Suspense agitato in low register)
NARRATOR:

HOWE:

By the time he had sufficiently recovered, the war was ending- he did
not become an officer in the Navy. In the White House, Woodrow
Wilson was making plans for his League of Nations, an ideal for which
he fought up to the point where he could fight no more. But when the
Democratic Convention of 1920 nominated James M. Cox for President
and Franklin D. Roosevelt for Vice President the fading Woodrow Wilson begged them to carry .on the fight for the League. They knew it
might mean the end of their chances, but they could not refuse. In the
election that followed, they were defeated.

F. D. R .:

HOWE :
MRS. R. :

'

Mid-August, 192i. On a brief trip to his summer home at Campobello
Island, Roosevelt felt slightly chilled. With his children he went for a
two-mile run. Feeling better, he went for a swim in the icy open water
of Fundy Bay. Back at the house, the mail was waiting. He sat in his
wet bathing suit, reading it until he felt chilled again. The next morning

I'll stay. Now - how are you feeling?
Fine - fine. W e've sent for specialists. I - I've had a pretty full career
for any man, Louis. Thank God it got me, instead of the children ...
Mother wants me to come to Hyde Park, and stay there until - well,
the rest of my days.
And what have you decided?
I've decided - I've decided to live the rest of my life as if this - this illness had never happened.
Good - good! I can help you do it.
W e can help him do it, Louis.
I can look after business matters for you - see people that you wouldn't
be able to see.

MRS. R.:

I can attend political meetings for you - keep you posted on what's
going on.
But, Eleanor - you don't know anything about politics.
Perhaps I don't know much now, but I will. I'll learn.
Then it's settled.
It's settled, Franklin. The three of us will work together.
(Music . .. . Builds to triumph, then fades for .. .. )

· F . D. R. :

R.:

F . D.R.:
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But, Louis, you -

HOWE:

MRS.

I

You're feeling better. I can tell that already.

F, D. R.:
~

I

MRS. R. :

[ 65]
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~·

.

I

J

NARRATOR:

For three tedious years there was no improvement ... Yet Franklin
Roosevelt carried on his normal life, never once admitting that he could
not walk. There had been a very slight improvement by i924, when he
managed Al Smith's campaign for the Presidential nomination. On
crutches, he placed Smith in nomination from the floor of Madison
Square Garden. During the campaign he worked i4 and i6 hours a day.
Then he learned about Warm Springs, Georgia. The warm waters of
the springs helped him, and he wanted to share its benefits with others
less fortunate. Unknown even to some members of his family, he risked
his private fortune in its development. Today he considers it a major
portion of his life's work ... Then, on a night early in October i928 the
Democratic State Convention at Rochester had reached a stalemate.
There was but·one man strong enough to carry the state as candidate for
Governor and at the same time help Alfred E. Smith in his fight for the
Presidency. That man was ·speaking in a little Georgia town near Warm
Springs. For twenty-four hours he had refused to accept long distance
telephone calls but as he was going out of the hall he was hailed by a
Georgia townsman.

GEORGIAN:

Mr. Roosevelt. Mr. Roosevelt, sub.

. :F. n. R.:

Yes.

GEORGIAN:

Great day in the mawnin, Mr. Roosevelt! I thought the speakin' would
never end! There you were, three flights up in the Town Hall, and here
I been holding onto the telephone, waitin' till ...

F.

n. R.:

GEORGIAN:

F.

n. R.:

F.

n. R.:

i
I

NARRATOR:

I
1

NARRATOR:

F.

n. R.:

NARRATOR:
F. D. R.:

You ain't what? Why breathe fire and save matches, Mr. Roosevelt!
These friends of yore up in New York've spent a fryin' size fortune
holdin' the long distance wire open.

NARRATOR:
F. D. R.:

I'm sorry, but I ...
I'm sorry too, Mr. Roosevelt. I've been holdin' this wire open two hours
while you been up speakin.'

n. R.:

Oh well, I suppose I may as well get it over with. Hello, this is Roosevelt . .. Yes ... Yes ... but I explained all that in my telegram to
Governor Smith. I told him I didn't want to enter public life until I've
completely regained my health ... Yes ... Yes ... No, of course I'd
hate to see the Democrats lose New York State; but I've said so many
times that I don't want to run for . .. What's that? What's that! I . . .
well, I don't know ... No, I'd rather not answer that. I'll wait till it
happens, if it does, then ... we'll see.

ANNOUNCER:
I

[ 67 J
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.

..

GEORGIAN:

Oh, the telephone. I'm not accepting any calls.

GEORGIAN:
F.

'

(Hangs up)
You gonna let 'em run you for Governor, Mr. Roosevelt? You gonna
run?
I ... I don't know. They say the Convention is going to draft me. I hope
not. If they do . . . well, we'll see.
(Music . . . . Up, then fade for)
Just two days before that telephone call - and unknown to anybody he had taken his first steps without aid ·of any kind. He carried the State
though Smith lost it in the national election. Franklin Roosevelt reentered public life as Governor of New York.
(Bring in cheers, then plane to foreground)
When he was nominated at Chicago in i932, Roosevelt made a dramatic
flight from New York to make his acceptance speech in person, while
the convention was still in session.
(Banging of gavel on echo -Huge crowd sounds in big- Down for)
(Sligllt echo) On the farms, in the large metropolitan areas, in the
smaller cities and in the villages - millions of our citizens cherish the
hope that their old standards of living and of thought have not gone
forever. Those millions cannot and shall not hope in vain . .. I pledge
you, I pledge myself, to a New Deal for the American people!
(Cheers and applause to crescendo and down for)
Franklin Delano Roosevelt has said ...
This great nation will endure as it has endured, will revive and will
prosper. So, first of all, let me assert my firm belief that the only thing
we have to fear is fear itself.
And Franklin Delano Roosevelt has saidThere is a mysterious cycle in human events. To some generations much
is given. Of other generations, much is expected. This generation of
Americans has a rendezvous with destiny!
(Music ... . Sweeping triumphant theme, down on cue for )
The NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY has been privileged to present the story of Franklin Delano Roosevelt - the final program in a
special series dramatizing the lives of ... The Four Most Talked-About
Men in the World today. The part of the President was played by the
distinguished American actor, William Adams. The script was written by
Welbourn Kelley on material furnished by Ernest K. Lindley, noted
biographer of the President.
(Music . . . . Theme)
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in every section of the country that we have followed out our plan of
servicing the public ' by reproducing the actual scripts in booklet form.
We believe you will find them as interesting to read as they were to hear.

4[ ACKNOWLEDGMENT: Thanks are due to Reynal and Hitchcock, Inc.,
for permission to include brief sketches from "Mein Kampf," by Adolf
Hit/er ("Mein Kampf" Copyright 1939 by Houghton-Mifflin Company).
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